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High Winds Cause
Muck-Damage Here
Mobile HornoVestroyeeBy Tornado Like Winds
cloudy weather will

The Weather

Mostly
prevail in Kentucky today with Tornado force winds whipped causing scores of injuries.
scattered showers and thun- through Calloway County last
At least one fatality was
derstorms through Friday. night leaving a path of uprooted reported. Rick Johnson, 23, was
Continued warm and humid. trees and overturned out- killed as a tornado churned at
Highs today and Friday mostly in buildings.
tree-top level through Joplin,
the 70s. Lows tonight mid 50s to The mobile home residence of
i Continued on Page Twelve)
low 60s.
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Buchanan
on the Irvin Cobb Road (Route
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
732) was completely destroyed by
Chance of showers sunday the wind and rain storm.
night and Monday. Continued Mrs.—Buchanan said this
mild, highs mid 60s to mid 7, morning that the only injury that
lows mid 408 to lower 50s.
either she, her husband or their
two-year-old baby daughter
received was a cut on her
husband's right arm. She said
that they were awakened by the
MOBILE HOME DEMOLISHED—The mobfie home residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Calloway County last night. An addition to the mobile home can be seen still
storm about 12:05 a.m. and that
Dania AllekSW sad their two-year-ad daughter, Cathy, located on the bale
when the trailer toppled she was 14. Gov. Wendell Ford, a
ittatIlagia the background. Mr.Buchanan received a cut on his arm but no serious
Democratic candidate for
Cdilb Read, WM completely devastated by the high winds that roared theimeglI
lididon to the family were reported.
pinned
under the bed.
Staff Photo by Gene McCntcheon
Mr. Buchanan got her out from Governor, said at Murray State
under the bed and the two of them University Wednesday he suprushed to check on their baby, ports a program allowing more
who was underneath the over- out-a:date students to enroll at
state-supported
turned
baby bed, uninjured. The Kentucky's
Cglibway County Business and
Buchanan's
spent
the
remainder
Rev. James Wilkinson of the Civic Leaders have pledged or
lleges.id the program would
City Patrolman Ronnie Jones Trinity Episcopal Church, contributed more than $6,000 to of the night at his parents, Mr. coFord
permit non-Kentucky students
and Colonel Lance Booth tied for Fulton, will preach and celebrate finance the county's portion of and Mrs. Lloyd Buchanan.
high shooting honors at the Holy Communion at the St. the Four Rivers Council Boy Telephone service in the area— living near the state to pay the
Combat Pistol Course held at the John's Episcopal Church, Main Scouts of America program, about eight miles east of same tuition and fees paid by
local firing range-en Wedneklay and Broach, Murray, on Sunday, according to an announcement Murray—was out due to the Kentucky residents. He said the
LOUISVILLE,KY.
The
many trees that had fallen across program would be a suitable
morning for the Murray Police May 9, at 9:15 a.m.
made today.
alternative to vacancies that
Bert Combs for Governor
the
lines.
Department.
Church school will follow the The Campaign, headed by Ed
committee, Wednesday filed a
Clyde Graven, fire arms in- service. All members are urged Chrisman, Chrisman Popcorn One other mobile home in the MSU has experienced in the last
complaint with the Fair Camstructor for the Federal Bureau to attend and visitors are Company, Murray, has a goal of area was moved off of its foun- few years.
The state Council on Higher
paign Practices committee of
of Investigation, assigned to the welcome, according to a church $6,600. Contributions are still dation but it did not overturn.
Education directed all state
Washington, D. C., asking it to
Cynthiana area, conducted the, spokesman.
coming in and the county com- Several outbuildings sustained
colleges and universities two
investigate a piece of literature
pistol shoot.
mittee
would
appreciate serious damage in the storm. years ago to
reduce their total
distributed by supporters of
The
chicken
coop
All of the men participating
at
the
W.
I.
receiving all pledges or donations
cervbs' Democratic primary
lovehe emeaset wows vow
se selection* in theeeroo.no ear,.\IMO
Owes was moved about forty feet undergraduate out-of-state
Collision
opponent, Wendell Ford.
earobment to 15 per cent by 1973. 4
and Gravens said all the men
"Under Chrlsman's leadership 17Y the "eine8 Rn'aTI aWrktig
"
Sr
Ford said Murray, because of
The literature in question
were excellent shooters. The
and with the advice and support the back porch at the Owen home
Anne Battle
alleges that Combs supports the
Nancy Hart
entire force of the Police
of Dr. Ralph Woods, National was peeled back against the roof. its promixity to Missouri, Ten—Valedictarian
tax program of the Kentucky
--Salutatorian
Department participated in the The Murray Police Depart- Council Representative, onkof A camper trailer owned by nessee and Illinois, probably has
Education Association and that
shoot except Ray Hill because of ment investigated a two caj the county's most efficient 134 Theodore Stanley of Chicago was suffered mere from these ceilings
than any other state school.
he favors an increase in cigarette
illness, and Tommy Phillips and collision on Tuesday at 4:15 p.m. Scout Fund Drive committees overturned.
taxes, removal of property tax
Bill Harris who were on vacation on the parking lot of the Southside was developed," a spokesman Trees were blown over at the In a luncheon rally at Mayfield,
Shopping, Centez. No injuries said.
ceilings and appointment of local
home of Amon W. Owen. One of Ford said his taxation attitude is
or had the day off.
were listed on the report. tax commissioners by the State
the
trees was blocking half of the one of taking "the load off
The District Scout Chairman,
Cars involved were a 1967 Ford
wherever I can, whenever I
Commissioner of Revenue:
Mancil Vinson, in a letter to road, another large tree was
can—off the middle man, off the
Galarie 500 driven by Charles Chrisman
Campaign chairman Robert
expressed
ap- down in front of ., Mr. .0wen's
little man who is carrying the big
Wesley Nesbitt of Murray Route preciation to
Matthews
said
Combs The four top honor students for
the fond 'drive garage and a big limb had been
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
load."
Four,and a 1971 Comet owned by chairman, the fund drive
categorically denies the charges. the graduating class of 1971 of
blown
onto
the
roof
of
the
home.
comMatthews labeled the literature Murray High School have been Boyd Buchanan; Freya Larson, A Ham Breakfast will be held G. W. Pence and driven by Sally mittee and to every individual Official weather observer, Ford said he'd be willing to
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin at the Dexter-Hardin United Kate Pence of Madisonville.
"political pornography."
John E. Scott, reported six tenths stack his tax record up against
announced by Principal Eli
Ruth
Titsworth, Methodist Church, located on U. Police said Nesbitt was going and business firm making a of
In its complaint, the committee Alexander. "This is the largest Larson;
an inch of rain in the city. his opponent's at any time.
daughter of Dr..and Mrs. A. H. S. Highway 641 North, on south and Mrs. Pence going west donation to this youth program.
Joseph Fulks, a former
requested that the Washington class in Murray High
history," Titsworth and Annette Houston, Saturday, May 8, between five when the cars collided. Damage "During these troublesome Amon Owen,who lives in the area Murray State University and
organization conduct an in- Mr. Alexander said.
apparently
hardest
hit
by
the
days
an
organization that emdaughter of Mr.and Mrs. William a.m. and ten a.m.
to the Ford was on tpe front left phasizes God and Country in the storm said that his rain gauge Philadelphia Warriors Basketvestigation into the matter and
Anne Battle, daughter of Dr. Houston.
ball Star, Wednesday was named
.The breakfast is sponsored by fender and to the Comet on the lives of future
make public its findings.
leaders should collected one and one-tenth inch
and Mrs. Guy A. Battle, is Commencement week exerco-chairman of Kentucky sports
the Methodis't Men's Club from front right fender.
Meanwhile, Combs won valedictorian of
of
rain.
receive
the
enthusiastic
support
the class of 122 cises will begin with bac- the charge. Volunteer donations
leaders for Wendell Ford.
another mock election today, this students with
of all citizens, " Vinson said.
a scholastic calaureate services on -Sunday will be accepted. Cantrel Jones
ONE CITED
Fulks will serve with former
time at Franklin County High average of
By
United
Press
International
98.25.
evening, May 30, at the First said proceeds from the breakfast One person was cited for im- "With the continued support of
coach Paulie Miller of Louisville
School. In balloting on all major Nancy Hart,
Tornadoes roared through
civic
and
business
leaders,
daughter of Dr. United Methodist Church.
In
heading
a
statewide
will go to the handicapped proper registration on
Wedgubernatorial candidates, Combs and
capable service provided by Mr. plains Wednesday night,
Mrs. James. C. Hart, is Graduation exercises will be
organization of sports enthusiasts
children from the Murrakfienton nesday by the Murray Police
polled 203 student votes, Ford salutatorian of the
lishing
homes,
knocking
rail
class with an held on Wednesday evening, June area.
tontinned on Page Twelve)
received 189, A. B. Chandler got average of
Department.
road cars from the tracks and for Ford.
97.05.
2, on the Murray High campus.
26 and Tom Emberton 25.
Third honor student is Mary
Winter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
John C. Winter, with an average
of 96.41.
Suzanne Jones, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Donald Jones, is fourth
honor indent with an average of Chief of Police James M.
96.22.
Brown said today that all boys
The following students have a and girls driving mini-bikes,
scholastic standing of 94 or motor scooters, motorcycles, or
better: Richard Hall, son of Mr. cars on the city streets of Murray
and Mrs. Donald Hall; Bill must have a valid driver's
Kelly Steely is our kind of man. Pinkston, son of Mr. and Mrs. license.
He sees what must be done and William Pinkston; Richard
just goes ahead and does it.
Jones, son of me. and Mrs. C. W. Citations will be issued to those
Jones; Mary Jane Buchanan, failing to have licenses, and
Kelly is four and the son of Mr.
parents of minors cited for
and Mrs. Howard Steely.
operating vehicles will be cited to
appear in City Court, Chief
One day last week, he was out
Brown said.
walking with his Grand Dad, Mr:
Persons without drivers license
Freeman Fitts and as four year
are only allowed to drive on
olds do, he runs ahead and waits
private property,.the-policeman
for Grand Dad to catch up, then Hikers and nature lovers are said.
goes on ahead again. Well, he invited to a slide lecture and
does this awhile until he reaches nature walk to be conducted by
the Peoples Bank Fountain.
Dr. Clell Peterson of Murray
State University at Land BetThe day was warm and the
ween the Lakes this weekend.-Waters looked inviting with the A slide lecture on birds and
sprays rising in graceful curves other wildlife will be given on The Captain Wendell Oury
55 splash in the pool. This was Friday at 7:30 p.m. at Center chapter of the 4Fhiughter of the
just too much for Kelly. He just Station in'-the Conservation American Revolution will meet
doffs his attire and jumps in for a Education Center. The evening at the home of Mrs. Ralph Slow,
swim. The entreaties of his session will be followed by a North 16th Street, on Saturday,
Grand Dad were to no avail. morning hike on Saturday that May 8. at two p.m.
People eagler to see this young will leave Center Station at 8:30
Paul Hale of
man enjoying the water on a a.m. and conclude at 11:30 a.m. Mrs. W
warm spring day. This might All interested participants Hopidnsville, state chaplain for
have gone on forever had not the should wear hiking boots and the DAR, will be the special
guilt. She will give a resume of
police car pulled up to see what bring field glasses.
The
Continental Congress held in
on.
going
was
Washington, D. C.
REAL ESTATE
•
t7 sees this and !Nokias Wg.,..ThaldiumalikialEstataiinard
TREES- UPaCiorED-41
"
1wen allimied an wig ta•-••1111t7 by the -111110111116-111ttifirbtillniarallairirrie, uprooted In front of the Owen beme,
will meet Friday, May 7, at 11:30 Aft members are :urged to tornado like winds that ripped through here last night. This large tree blocked the 'Meted over half of the read:
-liataiaN
a.m. at the
garage at the home of 4nwo Owes ea the Irvin Cobb Road, and a large limb can
'Continued on Page Ti4eRel
attend.
Staff Photo by Gene McCatcheon
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a.

Federal Agencies
Attack Alcoholism
With drunken driving a chief
cause of automobile fatalities
and accidents, the mounting
problem of alcoholism is OLIC
against which we must combine
all of our resources. A heartening move in this direction has
been made in Washington bt.
the two principal Federal agencies concerned.
Thus, an interagency agreement to combine- fesOtirOeS in
combatting alcoholism has been

Installation of two electronic accounting machines that will
automatically keep tabs on deposits, withdrawals, and transactions for the bank's 7,500 customers was_announced by George
Hart, president.
Mrs. John Quertermous was in charge of the program of the
United Church Women held yesterday at the First Christian
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Loy= announce the engagement and
appreaddog marrisge of their daughter, Nancy Lou, to Charles
Wayne Byers,non al Mr.and Mrs. Rex Byers of Murray.
Randy Patterson, Gail Brandon, Dan McDaniel, Joane Hall,
Keith Hays, Della Taylor, Patsy Hutchens, and Janice Perry are
new officers of the Beta Club at Calloway County High School.

announced by Elliot L. Richardson, Secretary of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and John A.
Volpe, Secretary of the Department of Transportation.
They pledged full support to
a program to develop local resources against alcohol abuse
and to a Campaign to inform,
the American public of the
dangers of irresponsible drinking, including the role of alcohol in the Nation's traffic death
toll.
—Our most recent estimates."

Deaths reported are Chris Montgomery, age 46, who died May
4,and Mrs.Bettie McDaniel Sellers, age 82, who died May 5.
"Keep in Touch With Young People and You'll Never Grow
Old",say Mr. and Mrs. Peter Heppner in a feature story written
by Frieda Jones in the Ledger & Times:
Miss Evelyn Franklin and Pvt. James R.Storyllere married on
April 28 at the West Fork Baptist (-lurch.
Several stores around the square have displays today of the
various Homemakers Clubs in the county.

l'nivresal Pietners
lc.
produced "Airport,- will muse
hit. headquarters to Col

0
•
PWAIIIOUNI PICIURFS FittaNiS

All Mac6raw • Ryan O'Neal

CHILDREN'S MOVIE
LATE SHOW
Sat. 1 til 3 p.m.
- Fri. & Sat. 11:30
••%*
.
c."

'rouses* whole family to•Nappy
movie for. change

--Asecretary Richardson said. "disclose that some 10.000,000
Americans are dependent on
akohol---a shocking figure that
yet does not begin to reveal
terms of alcohol-related disease,
broken families, economic ruin.

dol. 75' to AH,

A

and death. Clearly a concerted

Social Security Increase
To Help Area Residents

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, May 6.
the 126th day of 1971 with 239 tc

Federal response to this challenge is overdue."
The formal agreerrient hetween HEW's National Institute
of Mental Health and DOT's
National Highway Safety Bureau, sets up a mechanism for
technical ,assistance, policy coordination, and 'funding of endeavors. Two areas of concentration will involve DOT plans
for ._ommtinity action programs
all over the .."qiiistry and HEW

The moon is between its first
ivarter and full phase.
stars
are
The morning
For the Calloway County a year, inc current mirnrnum,
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
residents who are receiving will be getting $845.
in- Jupiter.
social security checks each The maximum for
The evening star is Saturn.
year
$2,557
a
will
now
be
dividual
the
will
much
how
month,
.0n
this day in history:
$4,964.
couple,
and
for
a
Charge them that are rich in this world, that they be not high- recently-increased rates mean to
efforts to support community
Local residents who have been In 1816 the American Bible
treatment and
rehabilitation
minded, nor trust in uncertain Tidies, but in the thing God, who them in dollars and cents?
organized
in
Assoclation
was
getting $100 a month, or $1,200 a
clograms for problem drink.1N.
giveth as richly all things we enjoy.—1 Timothy 8:17.
What will their benefits amount
New York City.
The first visible result of the
The stock market may crash; the bank may fail; thieves may to, on average, compared with year, will now received $1,320.
two agencies
collaboration,
Those at the $1,800 level will get In 1935 the Works Progress
steal our possessions, but the riches which God offers are for what they were previously?
Administration I WPA) was set
however, v. j1 oe a series of
$1,980 in the future.
eternity.
It is estimated that the 10
newspaper magaine, radio, and
Prior to the new change in up by Congress to provide won't
percent rise in retirement pentelevision ads and materials,
unemployed.
-for
the
payments
in
rates, pensions
produced this year for a coopersions, approved last month by
Calloway County averaged $881 17, 1941 Josef Stalin replacer
atiye nationwide information
congress, will add approximately
V
M.
Molotov
as
premier
oi
per recipient per year, accordinL
and education campaign on al$370,000 a year to the total that to the Social security AdUnion.
Soviet
cohol °hose.
local residents have been
by Carl ill;let Jr.
In 1960 Princess Margare
1•$,Ot course.,w only a
ministration.
collecting.
-sinafl Tart of the tdull effort
This Year, with the increasecIttose of.England was niitiec
mounted and
You can see them anywhere, ihbse wives of all figures for the local area, con- the average will rise to $969 per to a commoner, Antony Arm that needs to becontinuing
protained in the latest annual report
strong-Jones. He was elevatec carried out as a
- ages who simply have to be boss, and may heaven of the Social Security Ad- beneficiary.
to the titled rank of earl ii gram by all kinds of groups and
agencies in every community
help the man who sought connubial bliss only to ministration. It lists the number
throughout the months later.
and State. with Federal agenbecome very connubial, which is to say—locked in of retired and disabled workers Total payments
cies such as HEW and DOT
local area, based upon the
on
the4ension
rolls,
as
well
as
• for the duration.
day: aiding locally planned and dinumber who are on the pension A thought for the
dependents
and
the
their
"It's a silly flock when
roll as of the early part- of 1970, Washington Irving said, "A rected anti-alcoholism activitia.
amounts being paid.
But., aside from- what orgathe ewe bears the bell."
will add up to about $4,066,0911/0 woman's whole life is a history
Allof them will be aided by the
nizations do, each individual,
of -affections.''
considerable
rise
over
the
year,
a
—Scottish Proverb
new legislation. Those who have
every single one of us. should
prior total of $3,696,000.
Copywright 1971, Los Angeles Times
been received no more than $768
remember and- tra'ke to heart
and mind himself the slogan:
The increase in benefits is
OLD CUSTOM
-Stopping alcoholism- • starts
retroactive to January. The
If it's a good grain harvest
with me."
bigger checks will start going out you want, do as the- East
during the first week of June. Prussians do: Take a handful(
The additional amounts for the of wain to the church services U.S. tourists
months prior to June will be on New Year's Day and let it like Demos&
trickle onto your lap during the
issued soon afterward.
COPENHAGEN (UP1)
sermon.
Ammican tourists who visited
There will be no immediate rise
totaled 450,000 in
Denmark
in payroll taxes to pay for the
IILLIEL484P MOVES
1970 and stayed an average of
larger benefits. The only adLONDON — The blue lamp
friendly — culture. Moreover,
Its not economy, for justment provided for Is a change outside Paddington police two to three days. Denmark's
neither the American student
Americans enrolled here pay in the income base subject to station, made famous by the Tourist Office says total tourist
nor his wife — and many are
as much as $2,000 to $3,000 a such taxes from $7,800 to 59.000, film -The Blue Lamp" is to be. earnings last year were about
$330 million and 50 per cent
GUADALAJARA, Mexico — married — can help offset
year in twtion, about what they
taken from the 100-year-old of that amount was spent by
effective next January.
American doctors, 'inch° en school and living expenses by
would pay in a U. S. institution.
building and fixed to a new $1 American- visitors.
Mexico" — made in Mexico — finding a job. Mexican law
because
the
Its
not
million station
now
in
today constitute a major export—, prohibits foreign resident Guadalajara school is -easy."
operation.
students
from
gainful
emItem of this Mexican city long
It isn't. Given admittedly
more popularly noted for its ployment.
crowded conditions, language
But, if anything, the hurdles
strolling mariachis and potent
problems and other factors,
the *United States sets up
tequila.
Americans have to be truly
Incredible as it may seem to against graduates of the school dedicated students, determined
unfamiliar
with here are even tougher. Before to become doctors, to make
anyone
Mexico's educational advances practicing medicine in the their way.
in recent years, the medical United States, the. American
What brings them here is that
school of the Autonomous graduates must resolve unique
U. S. medical schools claim
University of Guadalajara here internship and state and
they just don't have room for
has the world's largest national accreditation and
even half the students who
GET THE FACTS
enrollment of Americans licensing problems far more
Shies UN-want to enroll each year.
FREE, Showing How
those
faced
by
complex
than
physicians.
studying to become
Simple it is To Treat
Murray
The
schools
are
cramped
by
medical
graduate
of
a
U.
S.
The American enrollment — the
Your Home Yourself With
rising costs, inadequate
Arab 00011. Do It Now And
now in excess of 1,000 students school.
facilities
and
insufficient
funds
Prevent Thousands Of Dollars
Some U S. medical students
SUILDORS OF PINS
— not only is greater than that
at
a
time
when
the
U.
S.
Public
in Damage By Termites.
MRMOR1ALS
at any medical school in the abroad contend bitterly that Health Service estimates
the
Porter Whim - Mswoolie
United States but also now the latter obstacles are created
nation needs 50,000 more
111 Maple St. 753-2512
exceeds the previous foreign in part or fostered by an doctors.
Medical
Association
leader in the field insofar as American
So rough is the annual
U. S. enrollment is concerned and associated organizations
more interested in self-serving competition to gain admittance
— the University of Bologna in
protectionism than in relieving to a U. S. medical school — as
Italy.
24,000
American
Also incredibly, the =Tiber a critical shortage of doctors in some
-aspirants will be experiencing
the United States.
of Americans enrolled here fix
In recent months, however,' personally in the coming
medical training has growr
S federal and even state months of this year — that
Aeadily over the years desmti
government officials have many candidates must be
311 but insurmountable barrien
N.:1„ts1Xi'll ft:file= It
begun to take a closer look at eliminated arbitrarily. Age
'locking the path of a L'S
alone
can
become
a
restrictions
handicapping
aiterion:
win
he
striving
to
itizen
7
DOUBLE FEATURE*
American graduates of freign over 30 and you're out is a
ihysician's title and eventually
Best
The
common
:complaint
No One Under,S
of aparactice in the United States., medical schools,- particularly
American
in the light of acute need for plicants.
CONTINUOUS FROM 330.
The barriers are both
War Comedy
Spanish-speaking doctors in
Mexican and U. S.-made, and
As a result. some 2,500 to
FEMALE ANIMAL!
Since Sound
some areas This trend may 3,000 Americans determined to
they're all formidable.
In'
Came
well
favor,
tune.
in
American
inobstatles
The Mexican
become doctor's turn to foreignStarring
NEW . RED BOSS — Erich
clude the fact that the graduates of the school here. based medical school.* each
MAN FROM
In the- meantime, given the year — to Mexico, Spain. Italy, Honecker, 58, is the . new
student. must
American
Elliot Gout I
O.R.G.Y. •
difficulties they face on all Switzerland, Belgium, among Communist Party secreacquire a reasonably solid
Donald
Wed.
*rasp of Spanish. for all sides, what brings the others. The - Guadalajara tary in East Germany on
Sutherland
Americans to a medical school medical school, the only one
EXPOSED—THE TRUTH a
classroom lectures are in tlibt
retitement tit
.
AT LAST!
language. Additionally, he' Da Guadalajara. Mexico's Mexico currently accepting
•
Walter Ulbricht. Honeck(,
GRIMM FAIRY TALES 41second citi with a population of U. S. students, has emerged as ..q:..9etvcito,
must adjust quickly and
FOR ADULTS ONLY X' •
laraistediicational liner, too. SO any chaniii
-the
satisfactorily to -litchiit new one and one-half million'
* ************* * * * * * *
haven for them,
in policy. istirilikok
and strange — if nonentity'' sols0

Isn't It The Truth!
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Dines_ Letter
newsletter add
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And Dines cauti
be "running out
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While making
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"Reivers" Shown First

Steve McQueen
'
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They explore love...
they teach love...
they're the love doctors.
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PAGE THREE

UK Board Of Trustees Adopts Changes In Code

it% i•

THURSDAY-May 6. 1971

THE LEDGER & TIMES- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1971

LEXINGTON, KY. (UPI) - "We didn't do this to spite Mr.
The University of Kentucky Wendelsdorf," Griffin said.
Board of Trustees Tuesday "Several of
his recomadopted a revised code of student mendations were very worthy
:onduct after voting down and will probably be included in
aumerous amendments offered the next code revision. But there
)y
Student
Government are regular channels to go
President Scott Wendelsdorf.
through and the committee
The new code contains several should study the amendments
thanges proposed to the student first."
axle committee over the past few Included in the additions to the
months. Wendelsdorf's recom- code were two • sections formendations were submitted tc bidding students to disrupt
the committee for further study university functions or to use,
at its next meeting in December. possess or distribute narcotic
"His proposals call for massive drugs on tutiyersity property.
changes in the code," said Griffin also said the code's
committee chairman
George controversial section six was
Griffin, "and they were revised to make more specific
presented to us just three days what were code violations.
ago. We didn't have the time to The board also approved a
study them."
$1.11,975,Xikbudget for fiscal 1971
Wendeladt•rf charged that the 72,7an-incied
- ise of $5,078,300 over
board refused to pass his the present fiscal year.
measures, often through lack of a
UK President Dr. Otis
second, because of spite and fear Singletary, in presenting the
of granting the students more budget, said "The resources
power.
available are considerably less

Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)-"There Bureauci Inc., believes the stock
has "discounted a great
has been no change in our
militant conviction ... that there deal of the improvement in
would be no technical correc- profits" but feels it has "not
tion worth mentioning," the yet adequately reflected the
Dines Letter says. But the ill more encouraging outlook
newsletter adds that it sees for 1972." The company adds,
some "clouds" which "suggest though, that there is some
this bull market could be question whether the market
intense but relatively brief." "will be discounting the favoraAnd Dines cautions time may ble earnings prospects a year
be "running out on the splendid and a half in advance."
profit opportunities available."
"While the market has lost
While making allowances for some of its technical strength
a possible correction, Standard recently, little weakness has
& Poor's Corp. continues to really developed," according to
believe "the bull market has E.F. Hutton & Co. The
farther to go." The company mpany says that a lot of
says the optimistic profit precautionary selling has taken
picture through 1972 "justifies" lace on a belief that an
a constructive stock policy and ictensive reaction will
occur. It
advises investors to take
this "widespread" belief,
advantage of "any opportunities utton says, which "may be
that may be presented if the
best sign that an extensive
selloff goes further to make action will not occur."
commitments in attractively
valued stocks."
The Hawaiian word for food
is "kau, kau," pronounced
The International Statistical "cow, cow."
•

than required to meet the increase in students."
Singletary said university
projections show an increase of
2,000 students next year at the
school's Lexington campus and
community colleges.
"The budget is something less
than a continuation level,"
Singletary said, noting that
provisions were not made for cost
of living increases.
He also commented on a recent
report by a special drug
education committee he had
appointed. The committee
recommended that the university
take a greater role in drug
education and counseling for its
students.
Singletary praised the corn'flee report and said he is
appointing a standing committee
on drug education.
The UK President was critical
of a city ordinance which
requires physicians to report the
names of all persons treated for
drug abuses.
Singletary said the law keeps
those who are in trouble and need
help from going to competent
persons for that help. He said
university officials have been
meeting with local officials and

hope to get the law modified.
In other action, the boarcd
approved the degree canclidates
for Saturday's commencement
and set meeting dates for the next
school year.

. mmanders were under or
NO PILLS
ders to alert women soldiers to
TEL AVIV ( UPI,- -Defense
the fact contraceptives were
Minister Moshe Dayan told the
available at military dispense
Knesset ( Parliament) Tuesday
lies.
that army bases are not
But -he said senior medical
stocked with contraceptives for
officers, in visits to arm
women in service.
bases, did advise women
Answering a parliamentary
soldiers "on subjects of health
question, Dayan denied newspaand female hygiene ... and the
per reports that women's corps
use of the pill."

(left), who
END OF CAMSODIAN CRISIS-Gen. Lon
resigned aslarime minister of Cambodia after suffering
a stroke, has resumed the office to end a government
crisis. Although he holds the title, Lon Nol turned the
real power over to his former deputy, Gen. Sisowath
Sink Matak (right), called "premier delegate."
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TRAVELLERS intending to
grilsark on the Atlantic voyage
ars reminded that a state of
war exists between Germany
end Fur allies and Great Britain
and her allies; that the zone of
war includes the waters adjacent to the British Isles; that,
itt accordance with formal noice given by the Imperial German Government. vessels flying the flag of Great Britain. or
of any of her allies. are liable to
destruction in those waters and
that travellers sailing in the war
zone on ships of Great Britain
or her allies do so at their

The precipitation for the first
four months of 1971 is below the
normal for the same period,
according to Join E. Scott, local
weather observer.
Scott said that the precipitation
for this year is now at 12.93 inches
while the normal for the year is
18.70.

risk.

The high temperature for the
month of April was 88 on April 20
and the low was 29 on April 2,
Scott said.
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Channel It

9 :00 Dean

Rainfall- Low
or. The Year

Figures for the months this
year are 2.13 for January, 7.09 for
February, 1.33 for March, and
2.38 for April. The normals for the
months are 5.19 for January, 4.09
for February,5.30 for March, and
4.12 for April, according to Scott.
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DAY OF DOOM---;#4 1915-Friday, May 7 marks the 56th anniversary of the sinking of the British liner Lusitania. torpedoed by the U-20, a German submarine, in
World War I. Artist's drawing shows the tragedy which occurred off Old Head of
Kinsale, Ireland. Among the 1.198 who drowned 124 were Americans. At bottom
left is a German submersible of the type of the U-20. At bottom right is a warning
to Americans issued by,the German embassy in Washington and which appeared
in U.S. newspapers prior to the attack on the Lusitania. The incident turned
-aktrie)ican sentiment against Germany.
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TAGE FOUR

Palmer iome Scene
Of Wadesboro Club
Homemakers Meet

Mesdames Clarence Culver,
Wayne Hardie, Virgie Clark,
Qete Young, Burma McDaniel,
Baron Palmer, Jim Washer,
Autumn Ezell, and Lynn
Robinson.

Mrs. Lowell Palmer opened her
home for the meeting of the
Wadissboro Homemakers Club
-Olden Wednesday, April 21, at
re o'clock in the afternaou..----s

Miss Haze
Hostess F
' "Drug Abuse and Misuse" was Of Church

Wig-A-nd HairPlete
Demonstration Held
At Kappa Meeting

Mrs. McCullough
Program Leader At
Hazel WSCS Meet

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met at the
club house on Tuesday, May 4, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the

The Women's Society of
Clristian Service of the Hazel
United Methodist Church met at
the church on Tuesday evening,
May 4.
Mrs. John McCullough was the
leader for the program on "The
Family Cluster-Reality or
Illusion" with the scripture
reading from Solomon 8:7 and I
Corinthians 13: 4-7, 13.
A special discussion was also
held by Mrs. Claude White and
Mrs. Koska Jones. Mrs. Olga
Freeman gave special reports.
Following the closing prayer,
Mrs. Russ Taylor, hostess,
served refreshments to the
fourteen members present.

Nen.thg:
A wig and hairpiece demonaration was presented by Judy's
the subject of the lesson The home of Miss Hazel Tarry
Beauty Salon of the Bel-Air
Ileubuited by Mrs. David Palmer.
Mopping Center. Mrs. Doh
at 1514 Sycamore Street was the
She related interesting and inCirogan, introduced Mrs. Judy
scene of the meeting of the
formative facts concerning the Kathleen Jones Group of th
Adams and Mrs. Sherry Parker,
lesson topic.
beauticians at Judy's Beauty
Baptist Women of the First
Salon, who demonstrated the
The devotion was given by Mrs. Baptist Church held on Monday.
arrangement af various hairMax Hurt followed by the group May 3, at seven-fifteen o'clock in
pieces on Mrs. Tommy Crisp,
repeating "The Lord's Prayer". the evening.
Mrs. Robert McCoart, and Mrs.
Mrs. David Palmer, president, Mrs. Stanford Andrus was the
James Ransom.
presided. Mrs. Clinton Burchett, leader of the program on the
Mrs. Adams explained that
secretary, read the minutes and subject, "Different Approaches
during the year of 1970, five
called the roll with all fifteen of To Mission Work In Mexico".
hundred million was spent on
the members present answering Others taking part on the_
wigs and hairpieces. She predicts
with a word of great meaning. program were Mrs. Robert
that wigs will continue to rise in
The landscape notes were Jones, Mrs. Graves Sledd, Miss
popularity with women.
given by Mrs. Gusts Conner and Lorene Swann, and Mrs. L. L.
Following the program, a
the recreational period was Dunn.
business meeting was called to
conducted by Mrs. Ernest Mrs. Madelle Talent, chairman, presided at the meeting.
order by the Chairman, Mrs.
Futrell.
Mrs. , Ethel Ward was also
Harold Hart.
Refreshments were served by present for the meeting.
Christopher,
Essie Caldwell was the
Ron
Mrs.
the hostesses. Others present, not Refreshments were served by
medalist for the regular ladies
chairman hf the 1970-71 Charity
previously mentioned, were Miss Tarry.
day of golf held at the Oaks
Ball requested volunteers to help
Country Club located just off the
with decorations and refreshLynn Grove Road, Highway 94
ments. She also pointed out this
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Anna L. year's efforts to cut down on the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry K. West, Franklin, formerly of Hazel, West, on Wednesday.
Named as the winning tulip
Johnson to Jimmy D.Kimbro has been announced by her parents, expenses of the dance by in- announce the 1101111(pment and approaching marriage of their
Mr.and Mrs.Jae PM Johnson of Murray Route Five. The groom- volving local school children in daughter, Rita Alm Is Ronald Z. Stephenson, souof Mrs- were Virginia Jones, Essie
making decoratioqs, tickets and Dorothy Stepbn,Miami, Floe*.
Caldwell, and Mita Bàgers.
elect's parents arelKr. and Mrs. James Kimbro, also of Murray
programs.
The members of the team were
Route Five.
Miss West w111 srmluate May 14 from Western qentucky
This dance will be held June 12. University with a B.S. degree in Bminese Education. Miss West, determined by each" person
Miss Johnson is a sophomore at Murray High School. The
groom-elect attended Calloway County High School and is now Tickets sell for $15 per couple. on active member- of Phi Chi Theta,Ina named "Outstanding drawing a piece of a puzzle from
The -proceeds go to the Murray Student" in the Field of Business Education by Western at an a box and three pieces that fit
employed at Parker's Food Market:together were persons forming
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, July 25, at two Mental Health-Mental Retar- Awards Banquet, Tuesday, May 4.
o'clock in the afternoon at the Blood River Baptist Church. No dation Center. Every member
Mr. Stephenson graduated December, 1970, train Western the teams.
Parker, hostess,
Laura
was urged to support this fund Kentucky University with a BS. degree in Business Adformal invitations are being sent, but all relatives and friends are
presented each lady present with
raising activity.
invited to attend.
ministration. He is presently in training for Eastern Airlines.
Mrs. Ted Bradshaw presented
The wedding will take place at two o'clock on the afternoon of a prize. Despite the cloudy and
a silver tray to Mrs. Harold Hurt May 15 at the First United Methodist Church in Franklin. No wet overcast day,a large number
in recognition for her chair- formal invitations are being sent. All friends and relatives are of Oaks lady golfers arrived at
the club in their bright rain attire
manship of the Kappa Depart- Invited.
to play Wednesday morning.
ment for the year 1970-71. The
new chairman for 1971-72, Mrs.
-atheir 50th
Bob Billington, spoke to the group Three in observance
The J. N. Williams chapter of cheon served from the dining
wedding anniversary from two to
the
ideas
for
regarding
her
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this, doubting that I'll ever the united Daughters or the room table decorated with an
four p.m. All friends and
mail it. It's been on my mind for 18 years. Before my Confederacy held a luncheon arrangement of tulips, red and coining year.
were relatives are invited.
husband and I were married, be was married briefly to a meeting in the lovely home of white, the UDC colors. Spring Hostesses for the evening
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Linn of
Glen
raving beauty. They had one daughter. There were a lot of Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, West floral 'airangements of tulips Mesdames Dan W. Miller,
Benton are the parents of a baby
The Calloway County 4-H Club
Shipley,
and
Dan
Rogers,
hard feelings, and he didn't see his daughter until she was 10 Main Street,on Wednesday, April lilacs, and narcissus were used at
girl, Kimberly Gail, weighing
Rally will be held at Calloway
Tommy Shirley.
years old. She's a grown woman now.
vantage points throughout thE
seven pounds fourteen ounces,
21, at noon.
County High School at one p.m.
My complaint: My husband has a large insurance policy.
born on Monday, May 3, at 4:03
Mrs. George Hart was the house.
Speeches and demonstrations
The beneficiary is his daughter. For the first 15 years of our guest speaker at the luncheon. Mrs. E. S. Ferguson, Mrs
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
will be given. For information
married life, the beneficiary was his first wife, then he She gave an early history of Neva Waters, and Miss Mary
County Hospital.
call 753-1452.
changed it.
Their other children are Terry,
Calloway County and showed Warren Swann were thol
This just eats me up. We have a hirnily of our own, slides of old churches, buildings, cohostesses with Mrs. Vaughn
oge 15, Stephen, age 13, Annette,
"Slave Day" will be held by the
Abby. What about them? And whaellbout me? When 1 etc. This was very interesting Pti Saturday, April 24, Mr
RV Am,:and Sissel, age throe.
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at
mention this to my husband, he says, "Don't worry, you'll be and added items were given by Vaughn arid MI-a. Carter atte
dfrill have a potluck supper in the Murray State University. For odd
Ills-fallasr is with the Lein
the
district
UDC
meeting
at
don't
own
a
business,
or
a
taken care of." I know better. We
the'Austin School cifeteria at six jobs and car washes call 787-2370
Funeral Home, Benton.
members of the chapter. Mrs.
house, or even a car.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Hart was introduced by Mrs. W. Ramada Inn, Paducah. Mrs p.m. to be followed by a tour of or 753-5672.
Vaughn gave a repor: as the new high school building,
I have tried to be big about it, but I can't. If I were to Z. Carter.
Ray Linn and Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
make a scene and force him to change the beneficiary, he'd
Rhea, all of Benton.
Officers elected for the coming historian and Mrs. Carter told
The Captain Wendell Oury
do it only because I forced him to. So what would I gain chapter year were Mrs. Leonard about her son, John Mac Carter, The Town and Country Chapter of the DAR will meet at
SAVANNAH
except the money?
Vaughn, president; Mrs. E. S. siitor-publisher of the had:es Homemakers Club will meet at the home of Mrs. Ralph Slow at
Ferguson, first vice-president; Home Journal, going with a the home of Mrs. Z. C. Ems at two p.m. Mrs. W.Paul Hale, state
DEAR SAVANNAH: What do you mesa if you forced him
Miss Mary Warren Swann, delegation to the Peace Con- 7:30 p.m.
chaplain, will be guest speaker.
to change the beneficiary all you would gain is "mosey"?
second vice-president; Mrs. W. ference in Paris, France in the
Dress up defrosted
That money is the difference between year being left a Z. Carter, treasurer; Mrs. Melas interest of the American
Saturday, May 8
cooked turkey meat with
The Garden Department of the
widow without a dime or see whose husband has iett her and
prisoners
of
war
in
North
VietLinn, corresponding secretary;
munchy-mellow
goodness
Murray Woman's Clue will meet
her family provided for. If I were you. i would make
of walnuts. Mix four cups
Miss Maude Nance, recording nam.They were unable tosee the at the club house at 1:30 p.m. with Majorette Auditions at Murray PROTEST, MARRY —Linda
scene! You're esdtled to it.
of chopped turkey with one
secretary; Miss Cappie Beale, delegation even though they Mesdames G. B. Scott, A. W. State University will be at one Jones, 18, Newburgh, N.Y.,
cup each canned pineapple
chaplain; Mrs. Gladys Scott, would be given appointments,but Simmons, Sr., Dick Sykes, p.m. in the recital hall, Fine Arts and Bill Lyons, 19, Staten
tidbits and seedless grapes,
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been happily
Island,.N.Y.., were married
Mrs. Henry Elliott, the members would decline at the Rudolph Thurman, Leonard Building, MSLI.
drained; one cup chopped
last moment, Mrs. Carter said.
married for over a year now and we love each other very, registrar.
historian.'
...
in
'Westiinsiton
after
,baing_
Vaughn, and J. B. Wagon as 17*e MSU Winters SoeletY
apple, one cup chopped
arrested and confined in a
much.- Ws have a good relationship with our in-laws consider-- The president, Mrs. Vaughn, Announcement was made of hostesses.
walnuts; add enough mayhave its spring luncheon at the practice field near Robert
hig we me both only children and live in the same town with presided and the regular the state meeting at Jenny Wiley
onnaise to moisten. Chill;
both seta of parents.
ritualitic ceremonies were State Park, Prestonburg in The Sea Mists Swim Show will Kenlake Hotel at 12:30 p.m. F. Kennedy Stadium durgarnish with salad greens.
October. The district is char- be at the pool, Carr Health Reservations can be made by ing the anti-war protests.
My problem is a bad habit my mother in law has. She is conducted.
Serve this with big mugs of
tering
a
bus
and
Dale
Lemons
753calling
Mrs.
persons
p.m.
other
eight
always talking about what my husband did when he was a
MSU,
at
Building,
the
Miss Cappie Beale gave
steaming-hot soup, plus raw
5682 or Mrs. Don Jones 753-6134
baby, the cute things he said, the toys be had, and even the invocation preceding the lun- than UDC members may attend.
relishes, hot buttered rolls
Moose
of
Murray
Women
before May 7.
cute clothes be had. I realize that those childhood memories
and dessert for a terrific
Ledge No. 2011 wW meet at the
are precious to her, but she bores me and everyone else to
Sunday supper,
7:30
p.m.
at
hall
lodge
Little
League
Baseball
tryouts
death with that kind of talk.
Mrs. Ralph Darnell of Farwill be held for nine and ten year mington Route One has been
I don't want to hurt her feelings by asking her to cut it
Friday, May 7
Low rent housing up
old boys at nine a.m. and 11 and
out, so maybe if you print this letter she will see it and it will
The May Fellowship Day, 12 year old boys at ten a.m. at the dismissed from the Western
DETROIT
The
CHILDHOOD BLUES
hit home
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
By RUTH YOUNGBLOOD from the battery into a regular sponsored by Church Women
Detroit Housing Commission
City
Park.
to
outlet
recharge
electrical
it.
HONOLULU (UPI) -The
United, will be held at the First
provided low rent housing to
DEAR BLUES: If she doesn't see this, or If she sees it
When the businesswoman is Presbyterian Church at ten a.m. A pancake breakfast will be
1 ,476 additional families
said it &maul hit home, deal worry. Your problems will :iny, blue-eyed blonde who
Sunday,
May
9
directing the activities of A potluck luncheon will follow the
Woe themselves as soon as YOU have a baby. Theo shell naneuvers a golf cart through not
held at the American Legion Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ophus during 1970, an increase of
xaffic is enough of an eye- her six-man staff in their posh Program."
Building from six a.m. to one Grogan of Hazel Route Two will about 17 per cent over 1969.
bore everybody with talk of her grandchild!
quarters or gliding around town
catcher also to stop it.
p.m., sponsored by the Young be honored at a reception in The commission now operates
more than-- 9,000 -low rent
But Anne White, the object of in her golf cart, she is The "Laker Songfest", the Married Class of Calvery Temple
honor of their 50th wedding anDEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for.
spring concert by the three
dwellings in 15 housing Oewhistles and smiles, is a encouraging businessmen
The
charge
Pentecostal
Church.
niversary
at
the
Community
problem
we
have
is
the
only
with
our
five months and
velopments.
courageous woman who is: not hire the handicapped and giving choruses of Calloway County
landlady. She lives downstairs and says she has to have a about to be left out of the fun ahe handicapped suggestions'on High School, Mrs. Josiah Dar- is $1.06 for adults and fifty cents Center, Ellis Drive, from two to
children.
four o.m. •
key to our apartment in case it rains while we are gone and of life because she is crippled. how to make themselves more nall, director, will be presented for
she has to close our windows. Or if she smells a gas leak or
at, eight p.m. at the school.
Miss White, the victim of a employable.
smoke from our apartment.
birth defect, shows that the will For four years, Miss White
Well, we have proof that she comes in and snoops around to lead a rich and useful life served as executive secretary The Murray-Calloway County
In our drawers and closets. She never rings the bell or does not have to collapse for Gov. John Burns' Commit- Senior Citizens will meet at 12
knocks. She just lets herself in with her own key. Several because _one has to live on tee on Employment of the noon at the social hall of the First
times she scared me half to death because I didn't even know crutches.
Handicapped. From her exper- United Methodist Church. A
she was in my apartment until I turned around and saw her.
The ambitious young woman, iences, she concludes that potluck luncheon will be served.
Our door key fits our mailbox, so now she brings me my started a public relations firm employer discrimination just In charge of the arrangements
mail, saying she wants to save me the trouble of getting it six
years ago
with
an because a person is handi- are Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Scruggs,
myself. Abby, I prefer to get my own mail!
investment of $3,000. Today it is capped is one of the biggest Mesdames Berne Parker, Neva
Waters, Hildred Sharpe, Lola
Once she let herself in and opened our bedroom door doing more than $100,000 a yew obstacles to overcome
Shackleford, and Bryan Tolley.
when my husband and I were IN bed. Can you believe it?
in business.
[hirable
plastic
NO PRIVACY
What do you advise us to do?
"I do what I tan to lead E
W YORK (UPI)
full life," Miss White said Enough wall,panel moldinghas
DEAR NO: Have a ckals kick pot on your door so that
"When I was little, childrer been produced by a firm herc
she can't ester while you are inside. That will insure ph- used to
look at me because
to circle the earth seven and a
ooey. Change the lock ou your door and doe't give her a key.
had crutches Now I want half times.
Tell her you'll close the windows before you leave, and if she people to look
at me because ol
Nearly a billion feet ,h 'Pony League baseball tryouts
smells gas or smoke from your apartment to break the doer what I am,"
molding made of a specidl will be held at the Pony League
down with as as and you'll pay for it.
Miss White attributes mud plastic has beep extruded hi Field in the Murray City Park at
CONFIDENTIAL TO "OVER 21 AND THINKING rr of her success to the emotional Glass Laboratories, Inc. io hoe p.m. for boys 13 to 14 years
ratch-resistant wood-grain old.
OVER": &Meow insplaats„Inst la)ectiosal are legal la this suppbrt she was given by
_
country. sad %ere are many fine plastic surgeoes who understanding parents and to metallic and othet finishes.
The
material
is
Saturday,
May 8
,eaaily clli
perform this type of operatlou for women who wish Is the example set by her father,
nailed,
stapled
and
Balentine
(c?emcn
Mrs.
Felix
Bev.
and
White,
who
Irwin
T.
was
a
polio
breasts.
of
their
It's
called
mammary
Increase the size
victim as a 'child. He now 'is ted- into place to hold wall will be honored at an open house
surgery. I Many consider it the "booby prize".I
vice priindent of a heavy paneling - and it won't split.
at their home on Murray Route
What's your problem!' You'll feel better if you get it off equipment firm in Cleveland.
your chest. write is ABBY. Rol "M. Los Angeles. Cal.
Miss White is the only person
For a personal reply (lactose stamped. addressed in Hawaii licensed to operate a
orsvelspe.J *
golf cart on public streets. The
Mrs
cart rolls along at *a top speed
•
sew ksiblist, "What Tees-Agers Want I. of 15 miles per hour and each
night Miss White plugs a core
III $o Abby, an 11/7110. Los Aageles. Cal lionou

Essie Caldwell Is
Medalist At Ladies
Day Golf At Oaks

Mrs. Hart Speaks At UDC Luncheon Meet
Held At Home Of Mrs. Leonard Vaughn

Tiny Blue-Eyed Blonde On Crutches Is
Head, Hawaiian Public Relations Firm

(un_ -

We Invite You To Come In and
Get Acquainted
.7at

5rim.

lairic - notioni - trinuningo -patterni

Connie Jones, Manager

r
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Boggs Hoover criticism
called serious decision
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

SAY GM PAID THEM $20,000 FOR MICROFILM—Partners in an industrial surplus salvage firm in Detroit,
Floyd Avery (left) and Ken Simpson hold samples of
General Motors microfilm records_Nhich, they say, GM
bought from them recently for $20,000 so that the records would not fall into the hands of critic Ralvh Nader.
The films reportedly were of customer complaint letters.

WASHINGtON — Rep. Hale
Boggs of Louisiana, the
powerful House majority
leader who threw a tough jab at
Federal Bureau of Investigation Director J. Edgar
Hoover and his ability to carry
on as America's No. 1 crime
buster, is by aU standards a
Capitol Hill enigma.
Democrats and ReOublicans
alike admire the style and
bearing of the 57-year-old
liberal from New Orleans. He is
big, amiable and speaks with
the throaty resonance one
expects in envisioning the
-typical congressman."
But even many of the Boggs'
political clan admit that like
any man constantly accustomed to winning he

sometimes gets bugged by
pressure.
Last month, after being verY
vocal at a hotel reception here
in criticism of President Nixon,
Boggs found himself on the
receiving end of a punch to the
jaw from a former Republican
congressman who didn't like
what he heard.
A sampling of comment from
Republicans and Democrats
who have watched Boggs in his
23-year House career discount
talk that his periodic shows of
flamboyance are the result of
too much drinking.
his
While
admiring
parliamentary ability, one
Democrat commented that
Boggs was a "hard man to
figure out."
"When we voted for majority
leader, I was ready to go with
Boggs," he said. "But the guy,
although he's been nice as hell

to me, sometimes shows the
strain under pressure."
One member said that Boggs'
charge that Hoover had
directed phone taps of
congressmen and was over the
hill as a qualified FBI director
could be described as a serious
political decision, "perhaps
like one or two you would make
in a lifetime."
"If I were making charges
like that at least I'd read from a
prepared speech," he said.
The Hoover statement was
not the first of what might be
called "unusual" remarks
which Boggs has made—Ks
year. During a windup speech
for proponents of the supersonic transport program,
Boggs fired a more subtle
broadside at Charles Lindbergh.
"I read also where Charles A.
Lindbergh is opposed to this
program," Boggs said. "Well,
'so be it. I sat in this House when
Mr. I.:indbergh said, 'Let us
make a deal with Hitler.' I sat
here when Mr. Lindbergh said
it was impossible to defeat the
Nazis. I do not find his
lestimony_con:unanding,"
Many sources feel Boggs took
off on Hoover for reported
invettigations of his (Boggs)
involvhaeht in an influence
peddling scandal dealing with
claims for more money by a
contractor involved in budding
a House garage. .
"Hale . is a.. good guy,"
another member remarked.
"But he doesn't like to be
poshed.around. I'd say. if he's
not sure on this Hoover thing, it
could look-bad."
Through kt all, Boggs
remains unflappable: His
geniality in greeting members

COORDINATED FASHIONS
FOR BED AND BATH

and visitors in the Capitol is
well known. Even after the
hotel restroorn incident where
he was reportedly decked by
the one punch, Boggs scoffed at
pursuant newspaper publicity.
Boggs once told a friend that
amen "can't cut it arouticThere
unlest he can forget the little
things."
"As cocky as -Hale is, he
might just consider Hoover. a
_Mile thin," a House observes
remarked.
There are persistent reports
that President Nixon has tried
more than once, and unsuccessfully, to bring Sen.
Edward Brooke, R-Mass., into
the White House cabinet
family.
Brooke. obviously satisfied
with his Senate career and
present political posture, was
sounded out, sources say, to
improve the administraUon's
image with minorities. There
were no indications if the
subcabinet post - whatever it
might be - has been offered to
any other Negro
New Hampshire, a stet
known for granite and
flinching attitude of political
conservatism, is,.AIowever,
showing its heels.t6 other states
in the treatment of women in
government. A total of 18
womeo; all Democrats, serve
in the New Hampshire
,Aegislature. The progressive
states of New York and
California both boast three
*itch.
-A recent survey_ by.--4146-Democratic National Cornmittee also shows that women
are mayors in 14 U. S. cities
with a population of 10,000 or
more,

The great separates look
that even travels intact:

by VANITY FAI
Try this oak% casual thic at home abroad.
air
It's muss-proof, fuss-proof Van
tricot.
'
no-see-through nylon Trico quer
move you make, in
Ready for any and
ays... and Very long
wonderful two-col
on fashiont la Robe, sizes P-S-M-L; $20.

In nylon tricot with the permanent anti-cling of
Antron• ILL Deep V plunge, gathered below,
flowing to the toe. A dream of a gown in Aqua
Haze, Fawn, Ice, Pink Clover and Tiger Lily.
Sizes 32-42, $11.
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"PRoACT CONTACT" is
Ohio Penitentiary's new
Mother's Do y program.
Perlflitting Prisoners to
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NBA and ABA Merger
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Horseman
Show Held
AtBurna Second Game Of NHL

NEW YORK (UPI)—Merger
effected, would create a 28committees of the National and
league-17 from the NBA
team
American Basketball AssociaThe Western Kentucky Horseand 11 from the ABA.
tions met separately today to "Frankly, we're not far apart man's Association annual kickdiscuss the feasibility of an
from that I hear, said an ABA off show was held in Burns SatImmediate amalgamation that
urday with winners decided in
spokesman.
could end the eacalating money
The one huge roadblock that 28 classes.
war for college players.
must be circumvented is the
The next 9/KHA show will be
An NBA committee headed
players' feelings that a merger
held Saturday at the Reidland
by Abe Pollin, president of the
into their chances for
cut
would
Riding Club. Starting time for
Baltimore Bullets, and its ABA
fat salaries: The NBA Players the "all money" show
will be
counterpart, chaired by Wendell
contends a merger at 2 p.m.
Colonels' Association
Cherry, Kentucky
anti-trust violation
an
be
would
owner, have been meeting for
and injurious to their livelihood. The Burma show results folthe last four weeks in an effort
For a time, the boards of low:
to secure peace in the pros and
governors of both leagues were
present a united front that
I. PONY LRAD LINE—Wearby LW&
fearful Congress would be mcf—Geraldine:
Joe Seth Chambegik—
would bid for Congressional
sympathetic to the players' COCOS; TantM.-page—Tiny Tim.
approval of a merger.
AND UNDMII—Sselb
41'
PONIES
I
charge and if the situation were the AtIctes—Pbequesk.
Patti T40/11
It was reported several weeks
before the legislature P•Peyo; awes,- zossaas—aissa.
presented
ago that all but two of the NBA
I poNiEs war —Susan Nano.-basketball
it would not grant
Gradmhopper Betide Wilsen--Polia:
owners were gung-ho for a
the immunity from anti-trust Duns Palmer—Jennia
merger. Their pocket books
4. PONY BARRELS—Bill Atkins—
laws that pro football and Black
Wielear—Blaek
Bart Keith
were emptying because of the
Leslie Atkins—Pipsqueak,
Jack;
enjoy.
baseball
S. COUNTRY PLCASURL—MIN-telephone number contracts
Apparently, the owners are Thomas Lester—BUL Kim Puckett—
being signed and they are all
Red Fax. Bobby Ileicaland--Nedlla
to risk Congressional 'aim.
prepared
aware of the uproar that will be
disapproval since it may be
S. PO4.11 BENDINO. OPLN—Billy
created when fans hear menGuerin—Bud.
Joe
Carrol--Charlia;
chance for many of Tandy
only
their
Henson—luck.
tion of ticket price increases to
from the red. 7. POLE BENDING. .TR. — Ricky
emerge
to
them
Runt—Gay Boy; Keith Wicksr—Blaek
make up the deficit in the club
Only a few of di@ NBA clubs Jacks Leen. Atkins—Pipette...1k.
treasuries.
money,
are said to be making
• Sam Schulman, owner of the
I. POLE BENDING. WOKEN —
including the New York Knicks Cheryl Dickerpon—Mr. Seamy, Pearly
Seattle SuperSonics and a
Milwaukee Bucks who AtkIns—Ban-lIme Iteedi Judy aright
and
member of the NBA merger
— *wen
played before sellout crowds all 9 3-GAI5ED PLEASURI
Nanese—licarbet Ribbon' David Nance
committee, has been predicting
The ABA is hurting, —Baby Doll; Pawn To4-31 Cepetine.
season.
all along that a merger was
10. COUNTRY riaastaus. WOMEN
im--tiste--at the gate and trying —Betty
Ponstro—Andy; Connie Clamforthcoming, now and not hiDee Aldridge—Mr. Id.
desperately to recover through pent—MIL
IL WWN PLIASURI. MIN—
distant future.
of big name ilk. Ortzese—Mbe Warrior; Guy
signing
the
MI the ABA owners are for
Dean—Combo Lemelos Kitchen Strom
—Mrs loan.
that, if collegians.
consolidation
the
ti.IPOATIMD PUGI15SM-0 a ci d

Blue BoostsRecord To 7-1
in Oakland Win Over Tigers

F.Iinale A Ttama

Playoffs Is Tonight

Shroader Ranks High On
List of Nelson Favorites
"John kept his cool when he
By MIKE RABUN
might have lost it" from
UPI Sports Writer
DALLAS (UPI) — John Nicklaus and Palmer.
Schroeder ranks 87th among Schroeder went ,up to earn
touring golf's money winners, 02,000 in his rookie year.
but he must—at least for the That isn't much when you
moment—rank as one of the consider both Nicklaus and
gallery favorites in the $125,000 Palmer have each already
Byron Nelson Golf Classic pocketed more than 4100,000
starting its 72-hole run today. this year.
The 24-year-old Schroeder,
who is—but would like to make But, Schroeder hadn't done
people forget it—the son of well up to this point a year ago.
former tennis great Ted Now, here he is again and he
Schroeder, has earned but feels last year's experience
49,500 on the golf trail this here will help him over the
hump.
season.

considered good.
CHICAGO (UPII—The rival "I thought the turning point
coaches, Billy Reay of the of the game," Reay said of
Chicago Black Hawks and Al Tuesday's win, "Was Esposito's
the
of
Montreal save on Pete Mahovlich. He
MacNeil
Canadiens, declared "it's a goal made other good saves, but
tenders' series," so the Hawks none coniparable to that one. It
should be favored to continue meant the game." _
their winning way in the final Mahovlich got the chance for
series for hockey's prized a point-blank drive when Doug
Jarrett lost the puck to him
Stanley Cup.
The Hawks hold a one-game barely 20 feet from the Chicago
lead going into tonight's second cage.
Schroeder owns, however, the
game of the best-of-seven Dryden, while he had no save,lowest scoring average of any
series, ea much by virtue of the as spectacular as that single of the 147 players lashing out at
goal tending of Tony Esposito effort by Esposito, still was Preston Trail Golf Club's 7,031twice stopped yard, par 35-35--70 layout.
as the game-winning goal expert and
Tuesday night by Jim Peppin in Pappin on breakaways which He has played Preston Trail
Hawks' overtime looked like sure scores.
2-1
the
in an average of 68.75 strokes
Both teams worked out per round compared with
victory.
But while Esposito kept the briefly Wednesday, emphasizing 69.13 average for Jack NickHawks alive, Ken Dryden did loosening up and timing rather laus, 69.50 for Arnold Palmer
well
for
as
the than contact, and both expected and Dan Sikes, 69.88 for Dave
almost
Canadiens. ,Esposito faced only to show about the same lineups Stockton and even par 70 for
37 Montreal shots and saved 36 for the second game. Pit Lee Trevino—all of them in the
of them, while Dryden was the Martin, who missedgthe first field here.
target for 58 Chicago shots and game for the Hawks with a It must be taken into
bruised knee, still was question- consideration that Schroeder
two slipped by.
The low scoring performance able Reay said, but if he can has played only one tournament
in overtime reduced Esposito's play, he'll return to the lineup. here, while
Nicklaus and
goals against average for 12 Following tonight's game, the Stockton have played it twice
playoff games, four of them series will shift to Montreal for and Palmer and Trevino all
going overtime, to 1.74, while a nationally televised contest three times the Nelson has
Dryden's figure was 3.13. Sunday afternoon and the called-the co -se home,
Normally a two-goal average is fourth game Tuesday night.
But, Schroeder's perfo
earned the respect of the
galleries and his pro contemporaries because of the circumstances.

Sports Parade

Snell as he talked about his and
He was the "third man" in
By MILTON RICHMAN
-Innings to get the victory and
Unitas' injuries at his midtown
Will success spoil Vida Blue?
last year's memorable 36-hole
Writer
Sports
UPI
two
lasted
Stan Bahnsen
restaurant The Fifth Down.
That's the only worry Oakfinal day head-to-head duel
NEW YORK ( UPI)—Johnny
innings while suffering the
"I'm only referring to fellows
between Nicklaus and Palmer
land A's Manager Dick Wil.. W01112714—Pentr Unitas is pretty sure he'll be
17. BARR= RTAC e
defeat.
who make their livino playing
Atitims—ilaa•Tim• Raid; Peggy Atkins.
has these days as Blue, a
in which the two greats wound
back. He's positive in fact.
Vire
Ilenstt—Sett
Kamm
—Chief;
ball like I do.
A bases-loaded pinch single
IC SI(CLAIR RACI—Georgo Ford
7ear-old lefthander, .eoeup tied for the lead with
Don't go spoiling everything
a —Chance Royali David Nance—ltaek
spoke with Les Josephson
'hues to be the pitching by Andy Kosco highlighted
Nicklaus winning on the first
Diamond; Naocy Idyero—Ponny Cop- though by asking him when. He
seventh inning as per
( I A3S Angeles Rains), with Dave extra hole.
sensation of the young baseball rhubarb-filled
can't tell you that. The
Milwaukee edged Washington. 19. CALF ROPING—Mg Seibert—
Robinson (Green Bay Packers) Despite the tremendous galleseason.
recuperating 37-year-old quarBob; Tem Lenter—Ded: Joe Bossard
when
started
Rhubarb
The
with Art Powell, who used
and
"I'd like to keep him in a
--Send,.
ry storming along with the
terback for the Baltimore Colts
SO. WESTERN PLEASURE WOVEN
to be with the Buffalo Bills and day's final threesome. Schroedglass cage and just send him Andy Kosco went to the at bat —Shirts,
Grtmee—Sweet Thing; &nib, is pretty good but he's not God.
told
Powell
Manager
Washington
and
circle
Raiders).
Oakland
Deers--Combe Uric Sandy Windy—
out when it's his turn,"
er refused to buckle under the
He doesn't know.
Champ 0.
me he tore his tendon and then pressures. He outshot both
Williams smiled Wednesday Ted Williams switched pitchers. 31. WRIFFERN PLEASURE. JR —
after
tendons,
Achilles
manager Dave Bris- Kathy Todd—Wheeler Dealer: Steve
played another four years. I Nicklaus and Palmer with a 69night after Blue w22 his Milwaukee
Dublin--Pseo R.Sharon Wilson-1 they've been torn, aren't like
talked with Dick Barnett (New 67-136 finish that earned him
Pansy.
seventh straight to boost-his tol then argued he never Muter
the
on
throw
you
hamburgers
211 FOX TROT—Betty Pesseers--Aatold me
record to 7-1 on a four-hitter as actually sent Kosco in as a dr; Thomas Lange—Bill. Junior Riles fire. Nobody can really tell how York Knicks) twice. He
$5,900 in a tie for third with
He said, 'Look
and tried to put IS PLANTATION RADDIE—Susan
pinch-hitter
worry.
to
not
Trevino.
to
them
for
take
the A's downed Detroit 5-0.
it'll
long
Starter Johnny Briggs back into Nines—Bobby Doll: NIUlly Myers—
Matt, you're 29 and I was 32 That drew such comments as
When he was asked if Blue
ldnight; Debbi. Tereedal•--Golden ready.
me. It's all "John kept coming at us" and
Bristol was thrown r
to
happened
frten
game.
the
it
Meanwhile, friends,
could face the pressure of his
SACS, oTIN—sicheipor
estate of mind, that's all'"
an4 Kosco made it all
igimbifl, GM&
vrisheci aftd last plain
gladden success, Williams said, out,
Rork
luck
Roy;
driving in two W. FLAG RACE. JIL—Lace Crenby
academic
"I don't think he's going to
keep wanting to tell Johnny
runi to win the game.
abaw—Ne•aho Jody: Loon Crenshaw
have any problems. He's very
they're pulling for 'in
hit a two-run • SPEID RACE. JR —Jo* Metzger Unitas
Otis
Amos
intelligent and he's assumed his
Hoop. Mark CarroL—Gusger. to make it back.
the four-run sixth —Mary
in
homer
Bill AtInna—G..
without any
responsibilities
Weeb Ewbank, the New York'
inning as Kansas City beat rt SPEED RACY. OPEN—Kenneth
Guerin—Mtn'. Stormy Rill. Johnny Jets' coach, is an old friend and
problems. He's got a pretty
slumping Cleveland. Dick Dra- Kelao—Mee %Dm &Ulm Jos Metzger—
good guy around him in Tommy
an old softie along with it He
Hoop
go, 4-1, went 8 1-3 innings to get Mary
SI RESCUZ RACT,—Konneth Guar.
Davis, who's been through all
never wants to see anybody get
Stoney
Kelso
tri—../lnee
Jobruty
Bill:
Steve
and
Dunning
the victory
—Joe Mies Bill,. Joe Guorin--lidelM 5.
this himself."
hurt either with his club or with
took the loss.
But Blue has only just begun
some other club. Besides,
to cope with his new status as
Unitas used to be his quarteran instant celebrity and the
back with the Colts so the other
pressure on the youngster will
day Weeb just did what came
continue to mount if he keeps
naturally—he picked ,_up_ the
pitching this way.
ne and called hina_
Blue seems to be a bit awed
"Keep on playing paddle
11 all right now.
ball," Ewbank opened the
1)— pull out the second game.
"I knew I could win in the ' SALT LAKE CItY
nversation. "If you tear up
majors, but 7;1....?" he said. "I Utah Coach Bill Sharman
Issel, a 6-9 rookie forward,
other leg you're helping the
can't believe it. But I'll take 8-1 anced at the sheet of combined with Darel Carrier old man that much more.
got
"we've
said,
and
Statistics
or 8-2 or even 8-8."
Seriously though, all of us here
and. WaltSimon in a torrid
He added, "it's great to be lto slow Dan Issel down."
second period that saw the are very sorry but we know
compared to a Koufax or a You might think those the Colonels leading 40-39 about you'll be back."
McDowell but I just try to be words of a loser. However, nine minutes before the half, Unitas recognized his aid
Sharman and his Utah stars The score changed hands seven boss' voice and then Ewbanks
Vida Blue."
Williams was asked how will be carrying a 2-0 advan- times and was tied four times said to him: "Here, talk to
many games Blue will win and tage in the best-of-seven
in the final four minutes of the Matt Snell sitting right beside
pionship series' for the second period before the Stara me. He's been through the
he said, "somebody just asked
me that and I said how many American Basketball Associa- pulled away to a 65-62 halft
e thing you have."
Start does he have. I just hope tion title back to Louisville, bulge. The Stars tightened their With that, Ewbank passed the
Saturday
and
night
Friday
y.,
he stays healthy and can
defense in the second half and receiver over to Snell, the Jets'
when it's his turn." Williams afternoon against the Kentucky pulled away from the Coloneli. ullback, whose Achilles tendon
has been alternating Blue with Colonels.
Beaty got lots of help from was ripped last Oct. 4 while he
Utah's 7.elmo Beaty ran like forward Willie Wise in the was running the'll
three and four days rest.
against
points
40
Blue's statistics are some- a gazelle and scored
second half. Wise hauled down the Buffalo Bills.
what staggering. He was to propel the Stars to a 138-125 24 rebounds and scored 26 "Hello, John, irb-Ss,
knocked out on opening day in win over the Colonels before a points.
coming along?" Matt
Washington but he's pitched sellout home crowd of 13,206 at Sharman called Issel "a asked.
seven straight complete games the Salt Palace Wednesday tremendous performer." He "Fair," said Unitas, "but tell
since including four shutouts. night.
conceded the rookie from, me, how do you feel?"
He lads the league with 69 What bothered Sharman was Kentucky was an equal match "Great," Snell said. "I'm
Strikeouts in 62 innings pitched the 40 points scored by lasel for Beaty, a seven-year veter- running .now, playing handball
which nearly helped Kentucky an.
and with a 1.02 ERA.
and everything else. My leg
He got into his only jams
doesn't bother me at all If
when he walked two batters in
someone told me six months
the first and fourth innings. He
ago I'd be playing handball now
National League
walked two with one out in the
I'd have told him he was
Sy thilted Press International
first and struck out 'Willie
crazy."
......
-- • Horton and Bill Freehan. In the
"That makes me feel good,"
American League
Rest
fourth, he walked Kaline and
said Unitas, who suffered his
East
L
W.
G
Pet.
Horton and then struck out the
W. L. Pct. GB accident three-and-a-half weeks
New York
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side.
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ta
him. "Mei the doctor
assured
2
/
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Washington
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Milwaukee edged Washington 4it's okay for you to go,
you
tells
44
11 13 .458
Chicago
11 15 .423 $ Detroit
3 and Kansas City topped
13 .435 5 then just get it out of your
10
Philadelphia
York
16
New
.323
7
Cleveland 4-2. The California at
8 17 .320 8 mind that you were ever hurt
Cleveland
West
Boston at
and
Baltimore
at all, and go. The important
West
W. L Pet. GE
Chicago games were rained out.
L. Pct. GB thing I found is to get it out of
San Francisco 20 7 .741 ...
W.
In the National League, San Los
—
19 11 .633 ... your. mind."
Angeles
14 14 .500 6/
2 Oakland
1
Francisco edged Pittsburgh 2-1,
said
Unitas
•."Okay,"
You
3
.538
12
14
Atlanta
13
13
California
.500 Vas
St. Louis beat Philadelphia 5-1, 'Houston
know."
oughtta
3
.538
12
14
14
City
12
Kansas
.462
2
/
72
5:4,
Chicago edged New York
Matt Snell should know about
12 14 .462 5
Cincinnati
10 14 .417 II% Minnesota
Montreal ripped Houston 5-1, San
.458 5 Achilles tendons. He's an expert
13
11
Diego,
7
Milwaukee
19
.219
124
Cincinnati downed Los Angeles
on them simply because he
Wednesday's Results
Chicago
10 14 .417 6
8-4 and Atlanta beat San Diego San Francisco 2
researched the subject thor1
Pittsburgh
Results
Wednesday's
3-1 after losing the doublehead- Montreal 5
oughly and made it his business
Houston 1, night
2
Kansas
Cleveland
4
City
er opener 5-1.
to speak with every professionChicago 5 New York 4, night
Minnesala 5 New York 3, night
Leo Cardenas drove in all St, laitiis 5
athlete he could find who
al
Philadelphia 1, night Milwaukte 4 Washington 3, night
five Minnesota runs—three with San Diego 5 Atl 1,
ever had the same injury
1st
twilight
5
Oakland
Detroit
night
0,
his first burner in the second AU 3 San Diego,l, 2nd.
"I'm not counting • these sonight
Bos at Chi, !light, ppd, rain
inning —as the Twins beat New Cinci 8 Lds Angeles 4, night
'Saturday players' I've
called
Calif at Halt, night, ppd., rain
York. Juii Perry. 5-2. went 7 2-3
spoken to about this." laughed
-

"I certainly think it will
help," he said. "I definitely
have some positive thoughts
about it. I know I can play this
course."

FIGHT OFF
CHICAGO (UPI)—A scheduled 12-round fight between
middleweights Irish Derma
Moyers and Jose Chirincir,
booked for May 15 at Playboy
International's Lake Geneva,
Wis., hotel, was cancelled
Wednesday when Moyers suffered training camp injuries.
A Playboy spokesman said
Moyers broke his wrist and
suffered a leg injury.
NEW COM11411SN
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)—Hall
of Famer Jackie Robinson was
named by Gov. Nelson Rockefeller Wednesday to succeed
Raymond J. Lee on the New
York State Athletic Commission. The State Senate must
approve Robinson's appointment to make it official.
Robinson broke the color
barrier in big league baseball
when he joined the Brooklyn
Dodgers in 1947.
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stitches - barely .visible dissolve later
After surgery, the patient
wears a metal patch for about
three weeks to guard against
injury. such as a bump. A
severe bump could shift the
position of the lens.
The lens is manufactured by
Rayners Ltd. of London and
costs $120 to $150, depending on
whether it is clear or contains
iris and pupil.
Dr. Choyce has performed
more than 900 such operations
on cisiidren, savellfutlY.
has had some success with
selected adults. He taught the
technique to the Tampa
ophthalmologist.
The entire cost - including
stay,
hospital
surgery,
medicine, doctor's fee and
outpatient treatment - is less
than $1.000.
"The Navy will take care 01
most of it," Scott said.
*
*

CAPE KENNEDY 1 UPI
Recent laboratory findings have
added fuel to the intriguing
scientific speculation that earth
is not alone in harboring living
things
If there is life elsewhere in
our solar system, scientists say
the plannet Mars is the most
hkel) habitat.
The first opportunity to
search for life there will come
in 1976 when two Viking
spaecraft are scheduled to land
on Mars with biological detection instruments.
- - - BOSTON (TYPTI-Lawyer
However, new clues to the Lee Bailey escaped without
possibility of life forms on the injury Tuesday night when his
Red planet may be forthcoming helicopter lost power and
late this year from two new crashed shortly after takeoff
Mariner television satellites from Logan International Airscheduled to be launched port.
toward Mars-one Saturday, Bailey, the only one aboard
the other 10 days later.
the two-seater, walked away
Three U.S. spacecraft already from the scene and went to his
have explored Mars from afar downtown office after the craft
and their photographs showed a fell 60 feet onto a circular
planet that looks surprisingly driveway near the general
like the moon. Mars, however, aviation administration building
does have an atmosphere, at the aiport. The helicopter,
mostly of carbon dioxide with a which narrowly missed the
little water vapor, and Ifs'polesbuilding, sustained damage to
are capped with what appears Its underside, blades asa fill
wection.
to be dry ice.
Since Mars is farther from "I feel fine, I'm not injured,"
the sun than the earth, it is Bailey said. He said the copter
cooler. But scientists say it is began "to Spin and I lost it."
not too cool in equatorial The helicopter is owned by
the Estrorn Corp., a firm of
regions for life to suOrive.
The chances of primal/ae life which Bailey is president. He
on Mars improved with a was using it to fly to his home
report in March that tests at in Marshfield, Mass.
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Bailey is currently representPasadena, Calif., showed that ing Army Capt. Ernest Medina,
be who is charged in connection
organic material may
produced by sunlight on Mars. with the 'My Lai massacre.
-This is the most favorable Bailey has more than 4,500
indication for a Martian biologi- hours as a jet and helicopter
cal evolution that we have had pilot and has never crashed
in the lastafive years," said Dr. before.
Norman H. Horowitz, one of
three biologist who issued the Collaborator
report.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
The recent detection of amino Gene Hackman 'is collaborating
acids in a meteorite also with Nrirmaii Twain on a- acript
increased the probability that dealing vitith the drama of tha
life forms can evolve elsewhere Montana, Oregon. California
in the solar system. Amino rodeo circuit.

"Daddy, I can see so good
now"
Those were the first words
William Scott heard when he
put an overseas call through
from Hong Kong to his family
in Florida and spoke to his 10year-old daughter.
For Scott, a second class
radarman with the guided
missile cruiser, Chicago, it was
joyful news indeed.
His daughter, Sharliten, had
been half-blind since she was
five, when a pencil jab
damaged her left eye and
caused it to be covered by a
cataract.
Scott and his wife sought in
various quarters for medical
help that might restore full
vision for taeir daughter, but
doctors told them nothing could
be done.
Then they heard, through a
SFC George W. Parker b presented the Meritorious Service
story distributed by Copley
Medal for "eircepdosal meritorious performance of duty" by
If you're overweight, take
News Service, of a Florida
Colonel Eff W.Birdsong Professor of Military Science at Murray
physician who was restoring heart. James Chasse, of
Visite University.
vision to children suffering Vineland, N J., did. Now tit's
from cataracts through a new clown to a svelte 560 Pounds.
kind of operation developed-bp—That's-right 560. Rut this is.
Achievement in dieting, for •
a British opthalmologist.
Scott, whose home is in San Army weighed 755 pounds
Diego, Calif., took military until'isier years ago.
A high-protein, fat-free diet
leave to fly his daughter to
did it for Chasse. He hopes by
Florida for the operation.
Sirgiant First Claes George W. He eliminated them.
spent 20 days there with 1973 to trim down-to 175 pounds.
Parker, Jr., winner of the Through his courageous
extraordinary
and
example
and during that time Whether he makes it or not, a
family
my
the
Cross,
4>istinguished Service
two weight-reducing firm was so
had
daughter
Nation's second highest award heroism, the fire support base my
operations." he said. "Then I impressed with his progress.so
after repelled the attack.
ior heroism, has retired .
tfaL,i
a hired him as Easf
tha4tirecto
twenty-four years combined SFC Parker has been awarded had to go overseas. She was
but
Heft,
when
well
quite
three
doing
Medal
Star
Bronze
the
service in the United States Army
times (twice for valor and once three more operations were . This was a happy turn of
And Navy.
and it wasn't until I events for Chasse, for he had
Upon his retirement, SFC for meritorious service), the needed,
Hong Kong that I been unemployable at 755
from
called
Medal,
Commendation
Army
Parker was awarded the
heard they had been a success,. pounds ahd forced to spend six
InCombat
and
Heart
Purple
Meritorious Service Medal for his
years on welfare.
She now has 20-30 vision."
performance of duty while fantryman's Badge.
Chasse hopes someday to
is
technique
the
to
key
The
assigned to the Military Science SFC Parker will retire in the Choyce Lens, named for the open a chain of reducing salons
Department at Murray State Florence, Alabama with his wife British opthalmologist who to help other people malt off
Elisabeth where he plans to catch
University.
perfected it. Dr. Peter Choyce excess blubber. His waalstline.
on some long awaited fishing of Southend-on-Sea in Essex
up
once 102 inches, now is down to
SFC Parker was cited for
"distinguishing himself by ex- before he selects one of many job
The lens, slightly less than a a comparatively trim 66 inches.
'I'm happy about 'a lot of
quarter-inch in diameter and
ceptionally _ meritorious per- offers.
made of highly refined plastic, things, but most of all because
formance of duty while serving
can be inserted clear or with I'm employed and have a
as Operations Sergeant and
Iris and pupil. It is not sewn into purpose." Chasse says. "And
Senior Enlisted Instructor at
the eye - simply slipped in now I can go into a restaurant
Murray State.
through a small incision. The and have dinner just like
"He consistently demonstrated
incision is stitched, and the everyone else"
the highest degree of professional
competence in administration
MONEY MATTERS
and tactical matters.
genie 6f efTeetiva"dr
and hie ability to perform many KNOXVILLE, Tenn. UPI)diversified and unrelated duties Scientists at the University of
has greatly enhanced the ef- Tennessee reported Tuesday
ficiency of the ROTC program at they have succeeded in immunizing hamsters and mice
Murray State University....
of
"SFC Parker's outstanding against several forms
decade."
achievements and devotion • to cancer.
Meanwhile, according to
duty are in keeping with the Dr. Joseph H. Coggin, the
By CARL W.RITTER
Fraser, smaller companies
highest traditions of the military head of the team of researchers
Copley News Service
with flexibility to adjtigt to the
service and reflect great credit who presented their findings to
times could laythe
changing
for
Society
American
the
upon himself and the United
History of the U.S. stock
Microbiology, said they worked market indicates that about groundwork for considerably
States Army."
earnings growth. perSFC Parker first joined the on the theory that cancer cells every decade the market un- better
thtOtigh the
ntage_rise.
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Something new appears in
end of World War II. He joined reverting partially
investors take .
suggested
He
the making starting in the
the Navy in 1946 and stayed for stage.
a look at such firms and'
two years. After a break in "We have proven that human, 1970s.
companies as Buffalo Forge
the
of
one
embryonic
declares
be,
hamster
may
It
and
mouse
service he re-entered the Army in
Co., American Hoist & Derrick.
1949 and served until his antigens will prqtect hamsters nation's more independent- Co. and Wheelabrator Corp.
and mice against several forms thinking and successful inretirement.
instead of Du Pont Corp. and
Coggin, vestment advisers, that many
cancer," said
A veteran of World War H, of
giants.
other
Korea,and Vietnam,SFC Parker associate professor of microbio- lgrge, affluent corporations of
-Try to get into areas where
will
their
growth
find
1960s
the
has a high opinion of the per- logy at the university.
institutional investors
rates sharply reduced in the the
formance of today's youth in "We will soon begin a twoto be later," Fraser adwant
year study to try to determine years just ahead.
individual investors.
combat.
vised
He ticked off such possibles
Fraser, whose collection or
"Some of them let their hair if rodent fetus is capable of as General Motors Corp.,
grow and carry protest signs, but inducing any type of factor that Xerox Corp., International books on stock market inwhen they get in the Army with a would limit human cancer," he Business Machines Corp. and vestment is the largest outside
of Harvard University, noted
job to do, they do it in an out- said.
Polaroid Corp.
most bobks on favored'
that
standing manner," said Parker.
a
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ment areas are brought
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he
point,
his
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Contrary Opinion Service from out when interest in
of the medic in his mortar platoon
might
Vermont while managing in- Is at a peak and investors about1
in Vietnam.
seriously
vestment accounts ranging very well think
"The medic was a Con- from $50,0013 to more than getting out of there.
scientious Objector and strongly WASHINGTON (UPI)
Thismight apply soon to real
of 950000, said he expects social
director
Shultz,
P.
George
opposed the Vietnam operation,"
investment 'trusts. he
estate
to
recalled Parker. "The first night the office of management and change in the United States
indicated.
the
our platoon came under heavy budget for the Nixon Adminis- be a major force behind
Fraser is convinced the best
in fortunes of niore than a
enemy attack the medic was tration, predicts the federal shift
thing that could happen to the
known
internationally
few
year
business
the
for
highseriously wounded while going to deficit
stock market now is
concerns.
aid one of my men. But despite ending June 30 will be more
level consolidation" around its
are
tempos
"Social
present area.
his serious wounds, the medic than $19 billion-a figure that changing," he pointed out.
He said he wouldn't be
continued to expose himself and would be the second largest
speeding
they
are
only
Not
Dow Jones
do his job until we were relieved since World War II.
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Rodents Are

Immunized
From Cancer

acids are the building blocks of
life.
One of the phenomena on mars
that has been considered
possible sign of vegetation is a
wave of darkening that spreads
morn the polar regions to the
during the
Martian equator
spring and summer.
The two Mariner satellites
will swing into Mars orbit in
November and one of their
math objectives will be to map
the Martian surface and look
for the most promising areas to
be explored by the life-hunting
Viking robots.
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This is the U.S. Steel skyline over Birmingham. It is one of ,1;
13 firms bring sued as "nuisances" on grounds of pollution.
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We also have a good selection of
Azaleas in bloom.
We Deliver in Murray,
at no Extra Charge

Social issues may
cause funds shift

In appreciation of the nice business the people of Murray and
surrounding trade territory have given us the past year we are
repeating the Specials offered in our- Grand Opening of last

Federal Deficit To
Go Over $19 Billion

Man's home, restaurant
robbed nine times

FREE
GASOLINE

With the purchase ..of 8 or more gallons of gas, at our regular
price, we will give one gallon absolutely FREE! This offer good
from 6 a.m. Friday to 6 a.m. Sunday and is not limited to •
one FREE gallon per customer.

1st Prize — $100°'
2nd Prize — $5000
3rd Prize — 50 gals. Gas
4th Prize — 25 gals. Gas
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to aid long-hairs

Favors for the Kiddies
Coffeip-or Hot Chocolate from our
machine ... Sample Cups Pepsi Cola .: Sample Tom's Products!!

GUARANTEE:

We guarantee our gasoline to be a top quality, m?jor oil company product
and to perform as well Of better in your Car as any being sold in this trade
territory or your money will be cheerfully refunded.
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'Fail' Mark Could Stay With Child
Longer city pants
compromise shorts

•

By JOSE,PH ST. AMANT
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—Yeaw
7-year-old boy or girl comas
home from school and says,
"Mommy I failed."
Could that mark the child (or
life if it is repeated as it is so
many times in schools throughout the nation?
Dr. William Glasser says the
answer is "yes" and he is on a
one-man crusade to get rid of
the "failure" label in schools.
Glasser, in his mid-40s,
started in Cleveland to become
a chemical engineer at Case
Institute, switched to medicine
at Western Reserve University,
specialized in psychiatry at
UCLA, and has wended his way
into education.
Reama for Dropouts
-put his thoughts and
practices as an educator into a
book called "Schools Without
Failure," and he also addresses
PTA and similar groups on the
subject. Basically, he tells his
audiences of mothers, fathers

By EUGENE V. RISHER
incent Peale, whose Marble
WASHINGTON iUPfl _
Collegiate-Church in New York
Backstairs at the White House:
is part of the same
denomination.
The two weeks of antiwar
NEW YORK — A religious
Peale is honorary chairman
protests now underway in the recession has set in across the
nation's capital are likely to country — but not at Bob of the Possibility Thinkers Club
Schuller organized to instill in
have little influence on Pres- Scw
chnu;ch.
e 'srna
hiLllier
With the same free and easy
people a conviction that men
Nixon's Indochina policy.
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and denominations complain can into gold mines if they set
mini-shorts* assets except total
continuing
paths
terrible divisions this
about falling attendance and
leg display. At three or four
their nundi to it.
City pants play the same
caused in our society,
inches above the knee, they are length trick played by war has impressive. But the lighter collection plates, the
And Peale is a co-founder of
Robert
Dr.
Harold
Rev.
neatly cut to smooth or cuffed muushorts. The short shorts they are
American Foundation, one
of
the
aware
is
Schuller,' 44, is able to report
President already
the
hems.
keep the micro-mini look and this. He simply believes that expansion of every phase of of whose graduates heads
y
Communit
Grove
year's
Garden
last
at
'Ere
activity at his Garden Grove
They are expected to be the city pants
the alternative is worse.
couriseluig service.
y Church in Southern Chureli:s-Communit
answer for women who like the skirt length.
When Schuller realized that
When you get right down to it,
It is his long held view that California and the addition of
fun andlawnfort of wearing
Saigon
had built success while other
any
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he
haven't
before
women
out
ve
pull
to
flew services.
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enough
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The church, which he started
taste Stops short of mini
decided to share
new
a
he
of
of
failure.
interest
chance"
have the
have at least ''a
with a congregation of one -heights
at mid- surviving would mean that the his wife — in a drive-in theater v.hat he had learned as wideToppers help give the longer daytime skirt length
little lower while expenditure of American blood, in 1955, now has 6,000 members ly as possible. In 1970, he
shorts city life, rather than the knee or a
shorter looks in treasure and lives in Vietnam and a $3 million, 22-acre launched an Institute for Sucthe
keeping
of
y
popularit
olf course
cessful Church Leadership, a
styles.
new
Blazers_ cardigans,
has been in vain, and this "campus" that features pools,
ay course held four times
four-d
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only
at
traditiona
divisions
lasting
from across America.
auditorium but a drive-in laymen
They gather in the 14-story
"I'm quite aware of their "sanctuary" at which people
the lights
position," he said of the worship without leaving their Tower of Hope, where rooftop
never go out in a
demonstrators at a news cars.
brainstorm on how
conference this weekend at his
Situated near Disneyland, chapel, to
Schuller and other
join
can
they
CleSan
..at
estate
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the
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oceanside
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orposition,
message
Schuller'
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disagreerising in the last few years.
believe my position is right, •'possibility thinking." "They
a
of
services
variety
and I think in the long run they attend
are going to each that beginning at 7:30 a.m. and
extending into the evening.
conclusion too."
The church serves the entire
Simply stated, the President's
community with a 24-hour
plan is to gradually vrilid down
service
American involvement, telephone counseling
the
that
cal
clinic
and
a
psychologi
shield
providing a diminishing
is affiliated with the American
behind which South Vietnam Foundation of Religion and
can build an army strong Psychiatry in New York City .
enough to deal with Hanoi's
It is estimated that a million
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forces.
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he will be held accountable Sunday as he preaches in living
that
a"w
m
NA, IPS,*
in 1972 for his conduct of the color. As a result, not only has
war, and he. very much wants attendance at his church risen
when you
to be an eight-year President. but other ministers in the area
test-drive it!
But even polls indicating that a report that his sermons of
majority of Americans disagree optimisni and hope have given
Let us introduce you to the finest
with his handling of the conflict their congregation an uplift too. The Kentucky Department of
In compact tractors and we'll
Because of the success of the Agriculture, through its Division
give you a quality, quilted barbehave not notably shaken his
que mitt absolutely FREE'
policies, and it is highly weekly hour-long •'Hour of of Markets, will host the annual
unlikely the protests will do it. Power" services that are taped conference of the National
and
Grading
"Policy in this country is not
Livestock
and carried by KTLA. -the
in
Association
Marketing
made by protests," he said. Robert Schuller
H.
10 through 13.
'Those who make policy must, TeleVangelism
Association. lzuisville May
This organization is comprised
course, listen and they must Inc., has bought air time for
1: Case 7 thru 14 hp tractors
twee at national and state
and telrvisiddrAisa siatrrsoos in the
facts
other
the
all
weigh
make yard work tun again!
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clwest and rist. Beginning ievels who work with
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right."
:aster
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purchase
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—see how easy it is to be a
Washington progressed and mil)in Chicago and WPHL in grading and marketing officials
1971 Case Compact Tractor'
BIG TRACTOR 1AAhlt
together so that new trends and
took on more disruptive and Philadelphia.
look
new
a
changes in grading standards can
adding
is
appeared
Schuller
there
militant forms
great likelihood that instead of to the nation's oldest religious be reviewed and discussed.
During the Louisville conrallying support for the "stop organization. the Reformed
of which he ference the participants will
America.
of
Church
would
they
cause
war"
the
It formerly was engage in grading the different
instead win public sympathy for is a member.
the Dutch Reformed types of market livestock after
as
known
the President.
that was established in which they will be able to see
Another of Nixon's long-held Church
York when it was New representative
New
carcasses
is
public
the
views is that while
Amsterdam.
evaluated.
weary of the fighting in
the
of
Another leader
As livestock producers know,
Southeast Asia it is more weary Reformed Church has given
are an important tool in
grades
at
streets
the
of conflicts in
Schuller much of his in- marketing. The prices which they
home.
spiration — Dr. Norman receive are determined to a great
extent by the grade applied to
their animals. These grades are
established by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
The ultimate aim of the overall
marketing program is to encourage the production of the
type meat animals which the
consumer desires. Hopefully, this
will mean a greater profit for the
farmer and others involved in the
marketing and processing
phases.—
Our Division of Markets works
with producers in many areas
marketing, but a major area of
emphasis is -that of quality
animals.--fir example, division
personnel are now handling
grading at seven feeder pig
markets in Kentucky. In addition, they have worked 'with
other markets interested in
grading according to USDA
air..,...,••satipith
'
We really pulled the rug out from under the corhpetition when we introduced arn
standards.
So, while most consumers, and
conditioning as standard equipment This year we've outdone ourselves This year, air,ebnditioning
and automatic transmission are standard luxury features on every Ambassador. -frUt then, you'd
for that matter many others
,involved in the production,
expect that from Ambassador, Because every Ambassador is designed and built,a1 luxury car from
marketing and processi g of
the ground up
are somewhat removed
livestock
interior
new
Take the DPL It has Ambassador s 122 inch wheelbase (longest in its cla , a sumptious
from the mechanics of grading,It
-cylinder
six
powerful
most
With sofa seats and wall to wall deep-pile nylon carpeting. plus the indu y's
is important to agriculture. The
7
engine all addkrig up to America s hest low priced luxury value.
better our grading system, the
stronger will be our total
like wheel covers. a V-8 engine and
'With the Ambassador SST •you II find even more luxury ite
the
marketing program and
burled walnut inlaid dash
industry itself.
livestock
comfort
added
the
The top-of-the -line Brougham has all the luxury feat
s we just mentioned. plus
PRINCESS EXPELLED
of individually adiustab ireChning seats at no extra cost
— Princess Cecile of
PARIS
you want
You shduldn't real need to add options. but they're available if
Bourbon-Parma, has arrived in
vinyl tops, and
Paris after being expelled from
to Povve r stee ri<g ventilated -rotor power disc brakes.
spain. She said she had been
we ve barel cratched the surface
se'tved with an immediate
compete with
see our new Ambassadors. sized and priced to
Stop a
expulsion order, "no doubt
nothing
for
luxury
Che
Ford and Plymou4h Al will throw in all thebbxtra
because I was with Carlist
friends."
VIENNA — A truck carrying
-a shipment of paint:4— ter
Switzerland was stopped by
Austrian..-custotns officials at
the border with Yugoslavia. It
was found to contain seven
million smuggled American
cigarettes. They were eon(iscated.

By BETH MOHR
Copley NewsService
Are minishorts more of a
shortcut than you care to take
to town' City pants go to more
modest lengths.

bush and hacking jackets turn
them into tailored 'snit partners.
Worn with tunics, city pants
stay at home for informal
coffees, go grocery shopping or
become chauffeur's uniforms
for those daily drives to take
youngsters to school.

on'

and teadiers, dtildron dim% the time. He feehil'm a failure
like school and drep out and Unites are not wanted in
because they are made to bet school."'
worthless, they are made to
Warming Note &Needed
feel unwanted.
He sounds a warning note:
Another point he makes is "Kids who are failures are
that In feels the schools stress angry about it. They may be
too much accumulation of dangerous. They may take out
sometimes- useless isformation their anger on anyone who
and they do not do what he comes along."
feels is their No. 1 job—to Accumulation of inforination.
teeth a child to think.
he insists, is not the
In discussing his own method goal of the schools but social
of teaching, he says:
development, teaching a child
"Suppose at the end of the how to relate to others, and to
year, you're one of the lower think is.
readers in your class. We would "Their jabs is to see that a
not say, 'you failed.' We are not child fads good about himself,"
going to rate you at the age of he says. "He should be able to
seven as a failure and a died. say, 'I am worthwhile. They
"Schools have no right to care for me."'
make a child feel badly about He advocates a "circle" class
himself. The schools should say, with students sitting around
'We want to teach you. If you and talking to each other and to
learn a lot, we will give you a the teacher. The schools Mould
lot of credit. If you learn a listen to the children. Learning
little, we'll give you a little Is not, he insists, a one-way
credit.' Every kid who drops process from teacher to child.
out is making the right move at
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WASHINGTON (UPI):
Indian children in Oklahoma are dunned in front
of their classmates for
money to pay for their federally subsidized school
lunches, Barbara Bode, program director of the nonprofit, privately supported
Children's Foundation, told
a Senate committee yesterday.
Children elsewhere, she
said, are denied report
cards or refused promotion
until their lunch bills are
paid.
The Agriculture Department says 7.8 million
school children are eligible
for reduced-price or free

Inifittichildren in Oklahoma dunned for balances on subsidized lunch bills
lunches and that 6.5 million actually receive them.
Miss Bode, accusing the
department of "one of the
cheapest and shabbiest of
numbers rackets," testified
that only 5.9 million children are fed while 10 million are eligible.
She said the forms sent
to parents to establish eligibility are made unnecessarily complicated, sometimes

three single-spaced typewritten pages.
She quoted a parent in
Cache, Commanche County,
Okla., who wrote: "Monday
morning all students must
come forward with their
lunch money. Indian children are called on and if
they don't pay they are
dunned in front of classmates. Some go without

lunch for not keeping cur.
rent on lanai bills. Others
must pay or drop out at the
end of the year."
Among Miss Bodes other
charges:
• Indian children at
West Junior High in Ponca
City, Okla., are required to
eat at a specially designat-

over on the farm and sit on the Poplar Spring Church building.
Usually one gets his flowers a
porch of the big old empty house
which was the former home of the hineral parlors, but members o
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Dick Montgomery family.
With all of its room since the changed this order with an a
house is not modernized, it is preciation dinner spread on long
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generation. But it has the things auditorium.
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casional motor boat whizzes over the two honorees,Guy Lovins and Milburn Bryan Holland, 301 N.
meant to be for correction could
the bottom land which our father Robert Walker. Congratulations. 12th, Murray, Mrs. Sallie Hatbe so cruel and harmful, and it ill
I can think of no more comonce plowed with mules.
cher St. John, 711 Mian Si,
unbelievable that parents can be
rear in the near by plimentary awards than having Murray, Mrs. Annie Mason
Bulldozers
willing to shift their respon- woodlands of the most ideal neighbors and friends who know
Stalls, Rt. 2, Hazel.
sibilities for training children.in
resorts when Croppie Hollow them best considering Guy and
the way they should go, to such
faithful
in'
as
door
keepers
Robert
Retreat is open to the public.
places as these.
Mrs. Elrnus Outland and sister, the House of the Lord.
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The studio announced Tuesbecoming
Maybe I am
Mrs. Ann Woodruff, stopped in to
day it has leased the eight-acre
much of a recluse, and ponder too
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FOX
see Otis Lovins Sunday as they
site, which contains obsolete
much alone about world contowed through the old hills of HOLLYWOOD ( UPI) — The studio facilities unused for
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$4.375
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chain
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Avenue is being discount
Western
vacation resorts, I prefer to go
million.
store.
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ed table in the cafeteria if
they receive free lunches.
• Parents in Tahlequah
and Cherokee County,
Okla., say report cards are
held back until lunch bills
are paid.
• A family of five
moved from San' Antonio,
Tex., to Corpus Christi
where they were told the
children could not enroll in

school unites the school
lunch debt from their previous school was paid first.
• In Johnson, Kan., a
Chicano family of seven
with an income of $80 a
week was sent a bill for
$66.85 three weeks ago.
• The Nevada program
was, and still is, operating
so inequitably and reaching

so few needy children that
people, civic
church
groups, low income organizations and even the government and a senator
have been trying for
months to urge- the state
director to comply with the
law.
• In Pittsburgh, Pa, the
school board is subsidizing
reduced price lunches for
students in six schools in
high income areasAriiie
e
there still are low '
area schools without any
lunch program.
• In Chicago. lunches of
a better quality than the
free lunches are sold to
children with the money to
pay for them.
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4900 Sur,,,,•r
4934 Poole,

tinny Springs
Knits Applienc•
Colvnit City
Kemp... Electric

Mnylield
Werid.Ilkins
Murray
Ward•Ilkins
'
Poducrsh
,,,Cole Lumber Co.
Ward:Elkins

linu• ton
McKnight Itisfrig•ration
S.,.ice
blnw Albany
Phyfier wrnitura

Halls
Hastsford rem. & Appl.

Henderson
Trading Post Appl.
Humboldt
McAlister Sr.. Electric

Huntingdon
Bailey Electric
Jackson
Sill's Radio & TV
Coffeiton horn. & Appl.
Lexington
Lexington

0‘forTI

Smith supply Ce.
Illiett Firestone
Shelby
Mitchell Hardware
Toni,"
Clayton Mercantil* CA.

*Overall cost per mile for 24,000 milestn Extended Use

510 2-Door
Test conducted by Road & nark on '69 Datsun
Sedan, serial: PL510-2D-04192

Clnrksdnle

Kialbens,
2465 Breed

Priddy-largess
15E3 tamer •

space inside, attractive styling, good vision all
around, a comfortable ride...an enjoyable,
entertaining car to drive."
Low-cost driving runs in our
family.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

Brownsville
Williamson Ape!. Co.

Clevelnnd
Roy Collins Const. C.

%wiser Kitchens
IMO medium .

Whoolor Radio a TV

C
Gunn tornitom C,.

1. C. Atoms Appliance
ISM &whorls

•-hliotiecial Economy Plumbers.
- .3904 seohorn

The "IRS" allows 12e per mile for business
driving. That means a potential saving of 6.18i
per mile in driving a Datsun.
Figure it this way Authoritative Road & Track magazine
conducted an Extended Use Test on our 510
with tax
2-Door that included: Delivered price
Gas
repairs.
maintenance,
Routine
and license.
resale.
(4124:5 miles per gallon). Kelley Bluebook
lowest they
The resulting 5.72C per mile was the
recorded.
have ever
other
Road & Track's expert testers had some
say:
to
things
nice
"The willing"SOHC engine seemed to thrive
on punishment.of
a A peppy, light-steering sedan With lots

-

Bells
Miller Electric Co.
Bolivar

Blythrivitly
Henry Wood. C•binet Shop
Forest City
Al's Electric Term store

Porta/will*
T.V.

MISSISSIPPI

Topr•In
Oartin•r-Weetin, Inc.
Webb
Webb Servitis Station

TENNESSEE

Union City
CovIngton
Helena
May•s-klistword tanalisie Co. Union City Tiro Co.
Waylarters furniture & eppl. AOTIrsYeera-Petkett Lim C.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ROBERTS REALTY has the best group of listings we have
ever been able to Offer. If you are interested in any type of
Real Estate you owe it to yourself and Family to check at
Roberts Realty. We are glad to be able to help Finance
anything we sell at the very lowest rate of Interest available.
WE HAVE JUST LISTED a beautiful 3 bedroom brick on
extra large shady lot. Has entrance hall, large family room,
lots of nice cabinets and closets, central heat and air, porch,
carport and garage. Carpeted throughout. Owner built this
use for his own home, but due to heart attack must get
er lot. This place is located 2 miles from Murray. Has
unity water system, water cost approximately 50c
month. $27,500.00.
ST LISTED A LARGE HOUSE ON Broad Street. Has full
rent with bath. Has 6 rooms and bath on ground floor,
, 3 large rooms and bath on second floor. The 7nd
ftEr
r apartment is rented for $90.00 per month. Large lot, 2
vete drives. Electric heat, fire-place on lit floor. The 1st
has been renting for $125.00 per month. If you are
,
looking for some income property paying,15 percent or
*atter,look this over. Ideal for nice home witfincome.

k
i

)NE OF THE BETTER BUYS IS A 4 bedroom brick, with
den, dining room, fire-place, dish-washer, range, disposal,
1
2 Baths, 2 cegarage. AU
Ventral heat and air, carpet, 2/
trashed out. Owners must leave town by the first of June.
'Their loss will be your gain. Make an offer.
*IOTHER NEW LISTING IS AT 904 Sycamore. A three
bedroom brick for only114,300.00. This huase will be vacant

P-ATune4027th*SOUTH 11TH STREET, WE have a nice 3 bedroom
,frame house in extra good condition. Is listed at $12.50100.
/
2
AT 1664 RYAN AVE., WE HAVE A 3 bedroom brick with 11
baths, carpet ta living room, hall and 2 bedrooms. Carport,
beautiful yard. Only one block from University and is priced
at $17,750.00. Possession with deed.

A New
.
- BUY

IF YOU ARE
IN HOUSE with a few acres, we
have a 3 bem brick with 6 acres on paved road. Has
central he,af and air, good well, garage. Owners are very
anxio,t to sell.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES SUBDIVISION, we have 86
room brick, only one year old on large lot. 11
/
2 baths, carpeted. This house is like new. $18,500.00.
AT LYNN GROVE, WE HAVE A 2 bedroom brick for only
$10,900.00. This house has extra large utility, carport, 2 large
bedrooms, bath, and is on large lot.
WE HAVE JUST LISTED A NICE LOG Cabin with
extra
nice lake view. Has fire-place, glassed porch, on
community
water system. ff you are interested in a cheaper place to
just
get away from it all, this irW fill the bill for only
$5,000.00.
IN PINE BLUFF SHORES SUBDIVISION WE have a good 2
bedroom brick and frame cottage on shady lot. Fire-place,
some furniture, full bath, for $9,250.00.
ALSO IN PINE BLUFF SHORES SUBDIVISION, WE have a
large 8 room house with 2 baths, carpet in 3 rooms, garage;
electric ceiling heat, also gas circulator, just in case the
electric should go off. This is a year around home. Possession
at once, $19,500.00.
44 ACRE FARM,LOCATED ON PAVED
ROAD just East of
Dexter. Has good solid 6 room house, several
outbuildings,
fenced and is priced at $13.500.00.
123 ACRES IN SOUTHWEST PART OF
COUNTY. 80 acres
good crop land, good solid 5 room house, 2
good tobacco
barns, several other outbuildings. 221,000.00.
ONE OF THE VERY BEST FARMS IN
COUNTY, located near Salem Church, Has CALLOWAY
207 acres, two
houses, Grade "A" Dairy, well fenced,
lots of outlarge tobacco base. If you really want to farm,
this
Is it.
WE HAVE LOTS O BUILDING LOTS
RANGING IN
PRICE FROM $2750.00 IN MOST LOCATIONS
OF TOWN

For all your Real Estate Needs,
check with Hoyt or Ray Roberts at

ROBERTS REALTY
501'Main Street
*MICE

or Call 753-1615

moreeccsmn
More
Classified
Ads

RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
with central air and wall to wall
carpet, tile bath and modern
kitchen. Best location in town.
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00 p.m.
June7C

of Toy-otas

NA'I'IONAL HOTEL; furnished
apartment on first floor. Seen by
appointment only. Phone 753MlOC
3020.

NOW!!

THREE BEDROOM trailer, airconditioned, near college. Phone
753-3895 or 753-3482.
- M6C
FOR RENT

• Mark II Station Wagon with air conditioner

NICE FURNISHED

• Mark II 2-Door Sedan with air conditioner

Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
college girls.

• Corona 2-Door Hard...top, 108 h.p. engine

SUMMER

AND FALL

SEMESTER.

• Corona 4-Door Sedan 108 h.p. engine
• Cofola pupe,

Also furnished apartments
for college boys.
Nice private rooms with
kitchen privileges for
college girls.

air- conditioner

. • Corob 2-Door, 1600
- • Coroja.2:Door,

engine, 102 h.p.

PHONE 753-5865 days or
753-5106 after 5:00 p.m. or
on Sundays.

00 c.c. engine, 73 h.p.

THREE BEDROOM house.
Couple or couple with one child
preferred. $115.00 per month.
M7C
hone 753-3903.
SPECIAL SUMMER rates! Now
renting efficiency apartments,
across street from campus.
Private parking. Phone 7534342
or 753-4978 after 5:00 p.m.
M7C

UlyTo 35 Miles Per Gallon of Gas
7' 22 On Order for May Delivery •

Hatcher Auto Sales
NOTICE

NOTICE
We are now building
Pickup Truck Campers.
We build to fit all
model trucks. Prices
start as low as '224.95
for a 36" Topper.

BRANDON'S MFG.
Phone 753-3600
or 753-6583
Home Ph. 437-4252

KEN-TEN
BLDG. SUPPLY
MURRAY'S
PANEUNG
CENTER
601 S. 4th

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-6583

SOYBEAN
GROWERS
See

us for your Soybean
Seed. Inoculation and
k Moly Mix and Solo for
control of weeds. We
have Certified Hood and
Dare also Non-Certified
Hood and Dare.
We Pay Highest Cash
Prices for Wheat, Corn
and Soybeans!
CALL US FOR DAILY
QUOTATIONS'
PHONE 753 8220
Fair and Efficient
Service To All

MURRAY
WAREHOUSING
CORP, Inc.
Old Concord Rd.

FOUR BEDROOM house with
full basement at 9th and
Sycamore. Phone 753-3018. MC

Phone 753-4961

515 So. 12th Street

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

From Our_Stock

ON BELMONT DRIVE WE HAVE JUST listed a 3 bedroom
brick with extra nice carpet. Den, dining room, large bath,
extra nice storage house, air-conditioned, antenna with
lower, beautiful drapes will go if sold at once. Owner is
leaving June 1st. $21,750.00.

IN CANTERBURY ESTATES WE HAVE A 3 bedroom brick
with central heat and air, garage, carpeted, extra large
lama* room, 2 tall baths, beautiful cabinets, range, dishwarbler , disposal Ownerytrade for cheaper house or lots.
016,500.00.

i.tTOS FOR SALE

Just Arrived

ON CATALINA DRIVE,WE HAVE a 3 bedroom brick with 2
baths, beautiful hardwood floors, carport, outside storage,
$19,000.00.

WE HAVE A LARGE 3 BEDROOM BRICK, located on
Ridiardson which is just finished. Has 2 full baths, extra nice
carpet,central heat and air,large den,carpeted, range, dishwasher, disposal, large utility with extra nice cabinets,
garage, paved drive, patio, poirch, storm windows and doors.
This house is extra well built, nothing was spared. $27,500.00.

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1968
CHEVELLE
Malibu.
Automatic, power steering, one
owner. Good condition. $1400.00.
Phone 753-1363 After 5:00 p.m.
TFNC

TWO LOTS in Meadow Green
acres Subdivision. Paved streets,
city water, shade trees. Phone
vsa.issa.
.M8P

THREE BEDROOM brick,
corner lot, central heat and air,
11
/
2 baths, living room, family
room,carpeted, built-in oven and
range, dishwasher, disposal,
storm doors and windows, paved
drive. Exceptionally clean,
available July I. 1727 Keenland.
753-3735 after 4 p.m.
M7C

WANTED TO BUY
1964 VOLKSWAGEN Camper
Van. Recently overhauled. Four WANT TO BUY; Good frame
new tires. $650.00 or best offer. house, that can be moved. Phone
M7C 753-7219.
MlIC
Phone 753-8786.

LOVELY HOME on North 18th
Street. Brick, three bedrooms,
two full baths, well lighted large
living and dining area, patio and
garage, convenient kitchen.
Located near University, quiet
1965 DODGE 440. Factory air, WANT TO.c BUY: logs aria
neighborhood. Phone 753and
brakes
have
Also
for
timber.
power
standing
glass,
tinted
6527.
M7NC
$750.00.
tires.
,sale lumber and sawdust.
steering, new
Phone 753-1499 or 753-3080. MlIC Murra Saw Mill and Lumber Co COTTAGE ON Kehicky Lake;
TEC Urge three bedroom, completely
Phone 753-4147.
1966 BUICK Special Coupe.
modern, total electric, airStandard shift, radio, new tires,
AUCTION SALE
conditioned, all utilities. Lake
Interested?
Call
Carl
$575.00.
access. $8,500.00. Phone 753M1OP AUCTION SALE,Saturday, May
Holland,753-4402.
6825.
M7C
8, 1971, 10:00 a.m. Rain or shine,
1966 DODGE Coronet 440, two
M the home of the late Leona BY OWNER; Modern 9 room
door hardtop. 383 automatic, (Lee) Alexander, Cuba & Tri-City brick veneer at New Concord.
Extires.
new
power steering,
highway No. 83, or 3 miles east of Insulated, storm windows,
cellent condition. Phone 753West of Tr -City. carpeting. Contact John D.
1TP Cuba,or 4 miles
9717.
Household
WIC
&
Personal Calhoon at 436-7368.
antique dishes, carproperty;
automatic
HOUSES:
1969 OPEL G.T.
china doll, Electrolux
transmission, tape player, 1-9 nival glass,
2 BEDROOM frame house.
suite, rockers,
bedroom
sweeper,
Electric and wood heat, well
litre engine. Phone 753-5227. M8P
mantle clock, odd bed, odd water,located
on3-4 acre lot near
dinner kettle, round
1966 CHRYSLER NEW Yorker, dresser,iron
New Concord, Ky.
lots
trunk,
of
old
beer,
top
436-5570.
M6C
$1095.00. Phone
4 Bedroom very modern 2 story
whiskey, & medicine bottles, old
brick veneer home with formal
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
barrell,
books, deep freeze, flour
REAL
dining
room, 2 baths, carpeted.
refrigerator, 2 years old. Stove,
Priced to sell. Located on 31 acre
SEE! SEE! SEE! table & chairs, dinner bell; ice
lot near Coldwater.
One of the most liell(utiful
box, milk cans, stone jars, 1858 Located
on 1625 Catalina, a real
homes. Large lOt, good
green jars,oil heater,solid maple good
buy. Three bedroom brick
location. Two baths, firetable, chairs, 1952 Chevrolet car,
veneer home with irlectric heat,
thing
;
56,000 actual miles.
place.‘
er
tile bath, carpets.
Herndon,
Executor,
you want
Barney
Most
New three bedroom brick veneer
Phone: 382-2489. Col. Paul
in a house.
how with' 11
/
2 baths, electric
Wilkerson, Real Estate Broker
Shown by appointment
heat. Located near Locust Grove
Lewes,
Phone
sons,
674Ky.
and
only
on 120'x412' lot.
WALDROP REAL ESTATE
5173 Office 674-5483 Auctioneers, 3 bedroom
brick veneer home.
206 South 4th Street
&Bonded in Ky. & Tenn.
license
Bath, electric heat and has V. A.
Phone 753-5646
Doesn't
Service
Cost
It
Our
Home Phone 753-1390
Loan. Located at 1657 Ryan.
MAP
Paks.
Nice 3 bedroom brick veneer
home with one bath, electric
heat, partly carpeted. Located
1406 Johnson.
FARMS & LOTS:
5 acres open land, fenced.
Via
Located on Old Murray & New
eoncord Road.
2 lots, size 1051210, located on
Highway 121 South about 3/
1
2
miles from Murray.
Several lake lots on Kentucky
Tell Your Shipper To Phone
Lake and Barkley Lake.
Located in Kingswood on
Kingsway Street, lot size
In ouisville Shively Cartage
100'3E150'.
Wilson Ins. di Real Estate.
Memphis Reliable Cartage Member of Multiple Listing
Service.
Phones; office, 753-3263, Home
In Nashville Reliable Truck
753-5086.
Wayne Wilson.'Awry Wilson.
MSC

n A Hurry For Your Shipment?
Rowe It

PASCHALL

37 ACRE TRACT of land on Hwy. 783, approximately 3 miles
West of Murray. Has 20 acres of high producing bottomland
and running water year round.

Relief from cil
the country. T
and air on appr
room and lots
SPRING '
In this spick a
place your furs
Central heat i
equipped kitch

IMMACULATE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME,on North 19th
Street,that has a spacious kitchen-family room, living room,
11
/
2 ceramic baths, utility room, enclosed garage. Includes
carpeting, built-in range and oven and garbage disposal.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM STONE HOME on US-641 South, just
outside the city limits. Has double garage, basement, central
gas heat, enclosed back porch. Country living with all of the
conveniences of the city.

Please; even t
story home is
trunks. Central
room, family r
then and 2 car

EXTRA NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME, located within
walking distance of the Bel-Air Shopping Center. The
spacious, well-planned interior includes a kitchen-family
room,living room,2 ceramic baths, utility room, wall to wall
carpet, 2 car garage. Also has a large patio and fenced-in
back yard.

This three be
School has cent
range and over

5 AGILE TRACT OF LAND, located on College Farm Extended. Has 2 concrete barns (24' x56' and 24' x62'). Can be
bought with or without a 12'z$0' mobile home.

Your children c
located on Nort
air conditioner:
garbage dispoa
with private en

3 BEDROOM FRAME HOME on Hwy. 893, approximately 1
mile South of Lynn Grove. Has a fireplace, electric heat, city
water. Large transferable loan will permit you to move in
with only a small down payment.

Outstanding op
houses located
absentee owner
$17,000.00.
TRIM
Apartments are
terms are flexii

INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTY-Rental income from
these apartment units amounts M-M-percent of the selling
price. Consists of 2 apartments in a large frame house and 2
additional apartments in a concrete block building. Located
close to downtown Murray.
LOW PRICE SPECIAL-12 bedroom frame home in Hazel,
with city water and sewers, situated on a IOW 1.21F lot. Full
price less than $4,000.
•

This fine older
excellent. The e:
with this purch:
REM:
One of the finest
and air and seps
areas.

$180 PER ACRE for a 140 acre farm that bas two VI) frame
houses, 2 tobacco barns, 1 stable and 2 wells. Located 71
/
2
miles Northeast of Murray.
ALMOST NEW 3 BEDROOM RICE HOME in Plainview
Acres. Has living room, kitchen-family room, utility, 2
ceramic baths, carpeting, central heat and air, double
garage. In city school district.

For those who
home on large 1
This home has I
also central vai

99 ACRE FARM WITH a good 3 bedroom frame home, 2
barns and 1 stable. 73 acres of tillable land, frontage on 2
different roads. Price reduced $3,000 to expedite settling of
an estate.

Comfortable hoi
one bath, 3 bed

44 ACRE FARM that can only be classified as a Country
Estate. The spacious residence has a living room, dining
room, kitchen-family room, 3 bedrooms, utility room, 2
ceramic baths, carpeting and fireplace, Living area alone
contains approximately 2,000 sq. ft. Farm Is fenced with
woven wire and has 2 large metal barns.

Quiet residentia
bedoom brick.
redecorating. P
B'
Beautiful, well
120'x272'. Carpe
family room wi

ONE ACRE BUILDING SITE for only $1,500.

'Cause owner lei
3 bedroom,can
Also 2 tile baths
back yard. Pric
.10
Yes-a lovely cc
heat and air. A
equipped kitche

ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a one acre
it. Has living room with fireplace, kitchen with built-ins,
arnic bath, carpeting, enclosed double carport, good deep
• ell.
2 BEDROOM BRICK BUNGALOW on a large, shady corner
it. Has central heat, carpeting, large utility and lots of
• 'rage space, enclosed garage. Immediate possession.

And save yours
located in Keen
air, fully carpet
place.

19 ACRE FARM with a 2 bedroom shingled home, stabil.,
barn and large shop building. City water and natural gas on'
the property. Located on US-641,3 miles North of Murray.
SMALL WELL-KEPT TRAILER PARK with good potential.
Ten trailer spaces,4 acres of land and a 24' x44' mobile home
residence. Located near Kentucky Lake and priced at only
$16,500.

This practicall:
maculately kept
arranged floor
$24,750.00.

135 ACRES IN CULTIVATION on this 160 acre farm, located
in Graves County. Has a large 2 story frame house that is
liveable but needs some repairs.

This investment
home with an ad
all rental units
approximately
INVEST
26 acres, 3.6 mil
Good well and

ONLY $200 PER ACRE for a 72 acre farm located on a good
blacktop road,8 miles West of Murray. Has 52 acres tillable.
WE HAVE FIVE(5)other 3 bedroom brick homes ranging in
price from.$17,500 to $19,000. Some have central heat and air,
carpeting, draperies. Call us for further details

She'll feel youni
tractive, comfoi
scaped 4 acres I

TO BUY . . . See Us!
TO SELL . . . List With Us!

and this cottage
perfect for keep:
is comfortable e

Fulton Young
Realty

Beautiful watel
waterfront lot a

On riarkley Lak
beautiful 4 bedr

4th & Maple Streets
Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young,
753-4946;
Ishmael Stinson
_753-1534
AUCTION SALE

1S5
That is the rate
peted, brick ver
pocketbook will I
month will let y
Large lot zoned
150'x150' on Call
Beautiful lots on
On Monroe zone
Beautiful wpode
Large residentis
Very nice lot in
Beautiful partly
tract, 8 acres in
104 acres close ti
300 Acres of lam

AUCTION SALE

637-2778

525-1415

In

256-5847

436-5332

In St Louis Kocher -Drayage

FOR PICKUPS

TWO BEDROOM trailer on 100
Ft. lot with one third interest in
well. Located on Morgan Beat
Dock Road $ee this week only at
thirsddress.'"-7MW

1\

AUCTION SALE
Every Friciapnight, 3 miles north of Paris on Hwy. 641 at 7:00
p.m. This week, we have another load from St. Louis. Items
such as a swinging mirror vanity, square oak table and 4 chairs,
old sewing machines, Maytag wringer washer, step ladder,
extension ladders,light fixtures,3 piece bedroofn suite cliffrobe,
2 secretary desks, knock down wardrobe, oak dresser, odd
tables, chairs, some glasses, dishes, an electric range-lots of
odds and ends of everything.
Shorty McBride 247
T
.....41:!1).7.07
-;:ifi•k:.7.-

DON
Office ;

EDP
NCO!

555

uctkifleers

(
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FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

•::

ti

GET
MEN OR WOMEN full time It
FAST, FAST, FAST
ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal.
part time. Do you need mone .
,
Thousands of gallons, top quality,
Don't borrow it. Write
nedief from city headaches and indigestion by moving into
be country. Three bedroom brick veneer with central heat standard brands, as low as $2.47
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell y
per gallon. Country Boy Stores.
and air on approximately 2 acres. Two baths, carpeted living
how to earn it. Vernon E. Dot*,
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
room and lots of storage. $31,500.00.
P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 382S.
M211?
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
SPRING WILL BE A LITELE GREAT THIS YEAR
Give phone number.
•
164. Phone 885-5914. Op5iStID.
In this spick and span 2 year old brick. Nothing to do but
With A Beautiful Potfed
days until 4:00 p.m. Lyme bi
place your furniture and live. 4 bedrooms, 2 bath split level.
;
'S
Positionii
&
LPN
'S
RN
M31C
takes look.
Central heat and air, carpets, fire-place and completely
available on 3-11 and 11-7 shiftyequipped kitchen. In new High School area.
vacancy in Emergency RoomUPRIGHT PIANO, $50.00. Phone
NO ELEPHANTS
excellent fringe benefits. Contact
M6C
4
753-9439.
Please; even though this spacious bedroom, 2/
2 baths, 2
1
from
interview, Mrs. M. Clark,
for
story home is selling for peanuts and has room for many
Director of Nursing Servicik
trunks. Central heat and air, carpets, dining room, breakfast
Community Hospital, Mayfieict
room, family room with fire-place. Also fully equipped kit
Phone 247-5211. M60,
Kentucky.
A
Planning
then and 2 car garage.
•-•
ISN'T THLS
Summer
500 N. 4th Street
WHERE YOU WANT TO4hE?
.10
Wedding?
KITCHEN HELP
This three bedroom brick home across from Robertson
School has central heat and air, Ph baths, draperies, built-in
WAN TED:
Visit
rage and oven and garbage disposal for 823,000.00.
Shop!
EXPERIENCED COOK
Nesbitt's Fabric
$669
/31/Y
CARPOOL CRAZY?
GARAGE SALE, Friday from 4 179 ACRE FARM, modern brick
Silk organza in platri or
Your children can walk to school from this 3 bedroom brick
from
1AZ
size
Apply in Person to;
to 7 p.m. and all day Saturday at home. Also have lots,
embroidery; Briday %tin,
located on North 16th Street. Central gas heat and 3 window
or
Also
larger.
up
acres
20
acre
to
M8C
753-6200.
Call
Kirkwood.
1302
,410
Peau de seau,lace and lace
air conditioners, dishwasher, built-in range and oven and
gave harness horses, riding
HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
, trim.
garbage disposal. Also has a furnished apartment upstairs,
GENERAL ELECTRIC stove horses, riding ponies, cart ponies
vowto
made
Bridal veils
with private entrance. Only $26,500.00.
HWY. 88 & 80 AT
and refrigerator. Phone 753-6016 and Pulling ponies. Three miles
whimsey
specifications,
2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
M6P South of Zion on 1078. Call Noble
after 4:00p.m.
veils for Mothers.
-Outstanding opportunity is yours when you buy these 2
Caton, Route 3,546-7623. Also on
AURORA, KY.
Blue garter for the Bride &
located one block from MSU. Reason for selling1969 HONDA C.B. 160, excellent Audubon Parkway Toll Road.
the
even Garters for
Slasentee ownership. Unbelievable price for both homes,
condition,$275.00. Phone 767-4251, M11P
at the
Groom.
MlOP
$17,000.00.
after 5:00 p.m.
WANTED BUILDING ma
TRIED TO RENT ANYTHING LATELY?
NEW WAD of registered and
NESBITT
salesman living in Marshall
TWO MCC Registered female grade horses from Texas, 21 thin
Alipartrnents are a good investment, the price is right and the
Calloway County, we have art
Fabric Shop
!Doberman pinschers. Four graded horses, $100.00 and up. 10
term are flexible on this duplex. $19,000.00.
outstanding offer for an egi
Imonths old. All shots, ears Or registered mitres in foal, $250.00
OLD BUT SOLID
Central Shopping tenter
4 Miles
perienced aggressive reliably
tail cropped. Perfect guard dogs. ana up. Ten quarter horse colts,
This fine older home needs some redecorating, location is ft
to work establishe4
salesman
M6C
Murray
.ot
492-8399.
louth
Phone
excellent. The extra cozy rental house that is an added bonus
Phone 753-5865
one fancy yearling Appaloosa
accounts in this territory. Fdg
ft
with this purchase is producing income now. $26,500.00.
horse
mares
colt,
quarter
1$
stud
on Hazel tiighwar
further information contact
RENTAL MAGIC! LUXURY DUPLEPC!
and geldings. Three years to pay.
0
b
Allen, West Building Ma
Deka
our
Get
New and used equipment. Circle
One of the finest. 3 bedrooms each side,carpets,central heat *4
1117 No.8th R.,Paducah, KY
Corn
Seed
old,
yam
nine
nicer
MARE;
iLio
Ranch,
*ow
:
PONY
the
Hwyel
and
Box
Alternate
mat.
Horse
B
Incas
Located
utility
room.
WICKER
Furniture: 5
and air and soprani
ANTIQUE
Phone 444-9671.
• Atrizen • Lora
69, Paris, Tennessee. Phone 642- tress. In good condition. Large gentle. Good for children. phone
areas.
pieces, good condition. 13 *seat
•
Lasso
•
M6P
649(i
OUT - A - WAYS
1-lounge, 2-rockers, 1• couch,
M7C four drawer chest. Phone 753- 7534273.
COLLEGE STUDENTS: Earn 3111
--• Hood Soybeans
MSC
straight chair. For information
For those who want "out-a-ways" from town. A 3 bedroom
1275.
this summer taking orders
hourly
•
Dare
automatic
Soybeans
WHIRLPOOL
RCA
121.
M6C
call: 753-1655.
home on large lot, 4 miles East of Murray on Highway
Household
Rawleigh
for
•
outside
Wayne Soybeans
15 FT. STARCFtAFT, tri-hull. 85 washer; also redwood
This home has large living room and an extra large kitchen,
RIVERSIDE HST
accepting
Now
Products,
.
Farmers Grain &
H.P. Evinrude with trailer and lounge chair with umbrella.
• MODERN TWO Bedroom trailer,
also central vacuum system. $12,000.00.
for open areas.
students
qualified
M6C
753-6200.
Phone
JUST
THE IDEAL HOME FOR
equipment. Phone 753-6791. M8P
Seed Co.
12 ft. wide. Avocado green apWe help you get started. Bill
YOU AND YOUR WIFE
pliances and bath facilities; Quality Field Seed &
old Kerry Blue Johnson, Box 427 Russell Springs,
MONTH
NINE
x
10'
Home
Already
Comfortable home in an excellent location. Has electric heat,
MOBILE
furnished.
SKYLINE
'completely
M6C
Service Railroad Ave
Ky. 42642.
one bath, 3 bedrooms and some carpets. $17,500.00.
45, 2 bedrooms on large corner Terrier,female,for pet purposes,
set up with under-pinning, T V
not
Will
stock.
show
from
but
TRICYCLE SET
lot. Panorama Shores. Lot inand antenna, telephone jack, one 1969
HONDA 350. Excellent
M6P WANTED: EXPERIENCED
M8P shed. Phone 753-8229.
Quiet residential street,ideal for the tricycle set in this nice ft owner, lived in 8 months. Well
cluded. Contact 753-2604.
•
low mileage. Prig,
condition,
waitress, good salary, plus $8.00
some
Needs
School.
Carter
near
Located
brick.
bedoom
ft cared for. Quiet neighborhood. with helmet,$450.00 If
interestati
to $10.00 a day in tips. Apply in
01 One mile from Murray on Highredecorating. Priced at $17,900.00.
% 41. person to Kentucky Lake Lodge
phone 753-4549 after
2ND TIRE WREN YOU
SWEETER TRANSPRIONGTIME
way East 94. Extra nice. Phone
lb Restaurant, Highway 68. Aurora,
BUY 1ST T1RE
Beautiful, well equipped honie 'at Ste1la-Kb:1meg Hwy. Lot
TFNC
753-8844 after 5:00 p.m.
Ky.
1.20'x272'. Carpets, dishwasher, built-in range and oven a
01
at single tire price!
ANTIQUE GRANDFATHER
family room with fire-place. $22,000.00.
Clocks,Oak caSes. Phone 492-8594
a
WANTED: SALESMEN for
TEARDROPS A FALLIN'
M7C
e.*
Tread wear expectancy
4
after 5:00 p.m.
'Cause owner leaving town and can't take his home with him. A
Murray and Vicinity. Part time
3 bedroom, carpeted, brick veneer with central heat and air. oft
or full time. Excellent opmonths.
30
6
MATCHING
Also 2 tile baths, kitchen and den combination, and fenced
portunity. Good pay. Phone 438MEDITERRANEAN rocker, and
M6P
back yard. Priced to sell at $23,500.00.
2172.
eA
sofa, black grain naugahide,
&IOW()
"WE GOT YOU CORNERED"!
new.
when
years old. Cost 2270.00
510 Main
Yes-a lovely corner home with 3 bedrooms,2 baths, central
MAN OR WOMAN to supply
Priced to sell at 2145.00. Phone
heat and air. Also family room with fire-place arid fully ..0
with Rawleigh Products. ',families
Phone 753-1966 tfc
MI1C
753-6344.
equipped kitchen.
Can earn $5 and up an hour. Pact
Ct.lti.
now
Portable
TAKE MY TIME
or full time. Write giving phone
1970 YAMAHA 250 cc with "getConverts to built-in
And save yours. Call about this 3 bedroom brick veneer
no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
Soybean
Hood
of
109
BUSHIBLII
ik
etACOAal
.
,
1
?
1\
‘4
racing.
kit". Completely set for
Freeport, Ill., or call 815-236-located in Keenland Subdivision. 2 baths, central heat and op„
needed.
wtren
parts. Phone 492- Seed,uncertified. Phone 753extra
Plenty
1Tr
4161.
air, fully carpeted, 2 car carport and family room with fire- ep
-ICC
M6C NEL
place.
9 cycles plus powerful 8399
WANTED: SOMEONE to dealt
IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE
SCHNAUZER
MINIATURE
6-level wash.
THAT COUNTS!
house one day a week. If in
puppies,6 weeks old. Male, ARC
One Lot of
MSC
CP This practically new 3 bedroom ranch has been im- P
terested phone 753-5870.
registered. Good pedigree. Phone
.
White $249"
Summer Weight
maculately kept. In a residential area of new homes. Well
M8C
753-9371.
arranged floor plan. Price has recently been reduced to
153-5'434
HAVE AN opening for a chef
Delivered
POLYESTER
e.
$24,750.00.
or above average short order
IARGEST VARIETY of pistols
KNITS
Color '5 More
BUY A ONE ARM BANDIT!
cook. Steady work, above
in Kentucky. No increalle in THE PLACE to buy those good
SIMMONS BEAUTYREST firm average pay. Apply in person to
This investment pays off like a slot machine. 2 bedroom
and
Stripes
prices. Country Boy Stores, the Norge and Gibson -appliances, no
in
frame.
and
mattress, box springs
Lodgs
home with an additional apartment building is available with
Lake
Kentucky
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles big sale, just low prices every
Phone 753-7532 after 5:00p.m.
s3.98
Solids
Highway 6$
all rental units fully furnished and ready to go. Located
on
Restaurant
Junction Ky,.
from
Hopkinsville,
M8P
day. Rowland Refrigeration
510 Main
M116
approximately 400 ft. from the center of MM.
Aurora,Ky.
117 & 164.Open Sundays until 4:00
62-68- wide
Sales and Service, 110 South 12th
INVEST IN THE NOT SO DISTANT FUTURE!
M31C
p.m.
Phone
ft
753-1966
May6C
or
Street.
•
CB RADIO, 23 channel base
26 acres, 3.6 miles from the city limits on the Airport Road. a
' Spring & Summer
WANTED:
mobile. D-104 desk mike, one
Good well and fenced. $12,600.00.
outMERCURY
H.P.
Waitress, gy
year
one
1970-115
mower,
I.AWN
RIDING
12
amplifier,
Skyhook
on
Sale
mike,
hand
Reduction
op
MAKE BEATEN down carpet ,
ON MOTHER'S DAY
Phone 7534175
off. • Apply in persdn
Sundays
motor.
inch
26
P.,
board
H.
6
old,
Craftsman
super
one
speaker,
She'll feel younger than springtime when she sees this at- C' nap at doorways bright and fluffy
after in. external
753-4707
or
p.m. to Sputh Side
p.m.
500
after
5:00
Over
before
warranty.
cut.
Three
year
red
Embroide
'
mobile, 100 ft.of
again with Blue Lustre. Big
tractive, comfortable home on the lake. Beautifully landMlOC mag,one magic
Restaurant,South 12th Street •
2340.00 new. Price $165.00. Phone 5:00
5
Also
push-up.
ft.
50
coax,
large
K.
M8C
scaped 4 acres plus with fantastic view, 142,500.00.
Linens
MlIC
0,1
753-6344.
garden M7C
FISH ARE BITING
Lawn mower with fl. P. Briggs & Stratton
RIDING
H.P.
8
Values to
•
tiller with forward and reverse.
NOTICE
C.* and this cottage is located where they are. Boat house is
EXCELLENT CONDITION;
SORRY SAL is now a Merry-gal:automatic starter. Used six Phone 7534650.
MW
.
MW
perfect for keeping your ski boat out of the weather. Cottage
753-2377.
in brushed
seat,
times.iPtione
lave
'10
per
yd.
Victorian
and
She used Blue Lustre rug
4I
ELECTROLUX SALES & Se*
is comfortable and partly furnished.
gold velvet. Victorian chair, in
Rent electric
upholstery
cleaner.
Now
vice, Box 213, Murray,Ky., C.
OUR VIEW IS GREAT!
brushed green velvet. Marble top
Shampooer $1. Western Auto,
s 1.98 sq. yd
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FatS
Beautiful waterfront lot at Pine Bluff Shores. Large ..?„! Victorian
table, in
end
"Home of The Wishing
M17C
mington, Kentucky.
waterfront lot at Panorama Shores.
Another Assortment
Mahogany. Also lath Century
eP
MaylIC
Well."
with
table
room
dining
drop leaf
DACRON &
ITS ALWAYS SPRING
•„0 Six chairs in mahogany. Phone , of
PENTA TREATED lumber.
AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
this
in
flair
gracious
a
with
living
On flarkley Lake. Easy
M6NC •
op 753-8806.
COTTON
Resistant to rot and termites.
DEALER OWNED
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 elide.
4 bedroom, 3 bathroom home.
beautiful
C.?
Ideal for boat docks and any PT 107 White wall, 4 ply nylon,nowelcid tread
GM. Ford, Chrysler, R.C. Evans
• Now 69' per yd
weather exposed uses. Murray
June 5e
Route 3, Murray.
IS 5 3,4 PER CENT INTERESTING?
PRICE MOBILE
1
.
$18.84 + 2.16 FET
Lumber Co., Maple Street, 775x14 or 15
to '2.49
blies
That is the rate on this loan. Buy this three bedroom carFET
2.37
+
$19.44
HOME CENTER
ITC 825xI4 or 15
Murray,Ky.
peted, brick veneer home at bargain interest rates. Your
THE CALLOWAY County Board
NESBITT
$20.52 + 2.54 FET
CP
855x14 or 15
Newts hi 52,195°
pocketbook will be glad you did. $11,500.00 down and $96.00 a ,‘•
Education will receive bids at
of
FET
2.89
+
$21.33
Clover
Red
HAY
ON the groynd.
000:15
Fabric Shop
month will let you assume this $22,000.00 home
200 South 6th Street, Murray,
as
Low
'195"
Sewn
753and
Phone
grass.
orchard
GOT A LOT ON YOUR MIND?
ft
Kentucky, for the following
M12C
7550 after 5:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
21" Lawn Mower 3,0 H.P. Briggs engine $49.M
4 Miles South
Large lot zoned for 4-plex apartments, $9,250.00.
items: 1 electric heavy duty hat
each
$5.95
Lounge
Chaise
Murray. Ky. Next titAluminum
Sturdy
150'x150' on Calloway, $6,750.00.
top range with oven: ToastONE LILAC Queen size bedHoliday Inn
c.4
Fathous Brand Carpets at Bargain Prices
of Murray
Beautiful lots on Sycamore close to the new high school
master 20MIRA or approved
cafe
matching
two
spread,
pair
Ask about ow rental
On Monroe zoned for duplex, $4,000.00.
on Hazel Highway
equal. 1 electric single section
Phone 435-4238 after
curtains.
Beautiful wooded lot in Kingswood.
op to
convection oven: Blodgett EF-Ill
purchase
M7C
6:00 pin,
Large residential lot, Ill'x211', on Oakdale. Lots of shade.
or approved equal. Prices „te
With 2 ply polyester and 2 ply fiberglass Dual white wall.
Very nice lot in Bagwell Manor, only $2,600.00.
.....,...1include delivery to Lynn Grotir''
oft
5
Beautiful partly wooded land close to town. 20 acres in o
+ 2.62 FET
$25.20
School. All bids must be in tape:.
15
or
F711x14
ONE YEAR old Pony Colt; also
PAINT AT CONTRACTOR'S PRICES
tract, 8 acres in the other. Ideally located
$26.44 + 2.80 FET
Bard of Education office eye
or 15
G78:14
door
four
LaSabre
Buick
1964
•
good price.
$27.35 '4- 3.00 FET
12:60 noon on May 25, 1971.
ft 104 acres close to Lynn Grove. Good land,
or 15
H78x14
M6P
Painter
753-9808.
Phone
hardtop.
Perfect
300 Acres of land and cottage near Lake. Sugar Creek area.
C..... $28.38 + 3.12 FET
Board reserves the right to re'
.1711x14 or 15
$30.52 + 3.19 FET
any or all bids.
Interior Latex
L78x14 or 15
REGISTERED POINTERS and
••••
Setters out of 1966 National
* OPEN SUNDAYS *White & 5 Colors
tAST & rOUND
Shooting dog champion and 8
NO DOWN PAYMENT
TERMS
EASY
e
week old Pointers out of son of
Only
Gallon
WHITE FACED Heifer4a
Office 753-4342 Home 753-4910
Kentucky Palatin Joe. 19,month
Strayed from *farm, two mil
Wholesale._..RON.-SALESF: Wholetaie
Open 7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon. thni Sat.
out
of
of
Setter
old
Daughter
.4,I
• & Retail
west of Kirksey. Has tag No. lir.
& Retail
EDNA KNIGHT Associate
rnenttilifftlftlffltif13186Wili
clamped in brisket. Please ca.*'S
BILBREV
" Turnto . Phone 753-5169 or 492-8607 201 Main
tet'
Highway 68 North of EMU;
°hone 753 5617
Office /53-M-IfOnirf51-TOW, Gene Scruggs at 489-2691
Mdr`
MR'
after 5'00p.m.

"TELL MOM YOU
LOVE HER"
ROSE BUSH

Shirley's Greenhouses

NOW

Is The Time To Buy Your
Color TV Set
and if you shop you can see a

BEAUTIFUL HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

with the best chassis and the
8-year.pro-rate picture tube_
,warranty

TV Service Center

NYLON
TIRES
2 OFF
1
/

„‘
„.
„e

MOTHER'S
DAY
SPECIAL
DISHWASHER

„.
„.

Montgomery-Ward

Lot

ahLMu$444J -.r

4-0
Iv/

Montgomery-Ward

„.

ARMSTRONG

„.

FACTORY TIRE OUTLET

„.‘
„*0

10)1.

ARMSTRONG FATS°

•

DONALD R. TUCKER_
REALTOR

WO;
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17.fitoci MarketI

"h' I-EDGER a, TIMES

Purchase Area
Hog Market

THURSDAY-May 6, 1971

111 KKAY. KENTUCKY

Former Resident

The Pr

Legal Notice

NE* YORK ( UPI)-The
ord has been received of the
Mo. Two other persons were
stock market opened mixed in
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale, listed in critical condition early death of Walter McCuiston DONALD E.SOLIDER, JR. AND
moderately active trading toThursday May 6, 1971, total head today at St. John's Hospital, 11 former resident of Calloway BETTY JO SOUDER
day.
Mrs.
Brownie
(Connie
Monetary uncertainty again Hopkins) Jones of 507 North 4th 443 compared to last week, 1.00 to others were hospitalized in less County, who passed away
2.00 higher.
serious condition and 23 permas Tuesday at the Wabash General
was expected to restrict de- Street Murray, is
the new
NOTICE TO CREDITORS FOR:
Hospital, Mt. Carmel, al.
were treated as outpatient.s.
mand for stocks, although some manager of the Fab-Na-Trim Lightweights under 25
B. POSTLETHAnother twister near Marce- Funeral services will be held at VERNON
Wall Street analysts believed store, located at 4th and Main $22.00
that these currency difficulties Streets, in downtown Murray.
line, Mo., some 200 miles north the Short Memorial Chapel, Mt. WAITE, DONALD E. SOUDER,
SERVICES OFFERED
US 1-2 26-35 lbs. $26.75
may eventually hien out to be
of Joplin, toppled 67 Santa Fe Carmel, on Friday at ten a.m. JR. AND BETTY JO SOUDER,D
BA
1-2
36-45
US
lbs.
10.00
railway freight cars from the 1Burial will be in the Highland
bullish for the stock market.
FULCHER'S TERMITE Control. MOBILE HOME Transporters.
US 1-2 46-55 lbs. 226.25
tracks. A spokesman in Marce- Memorial Cemetery. Mr. Mc- DON.* SOUDER'S SHOP FOR Free inspection. Call collect Local and Nationwide. Insured,
Shortly after the opening, the
US 1-2 56-69 lbs. $25.25
Dow Jones industrial average
line said about one-sixth of the Cuiston, age 84, was born July 4, MEN
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247- bonded, safe, reliable. Transit
US 1-2 70-89 lbs. $16.75
Vas off 1.40 at 938.52. However,
Homes, New Concord, Phone 436town suffered heavy property 1886, and was the son of the late N THE CHANCERY COURT OF 6270 or Elbert Fulcher 247$17.75
US 1-2 90-100 lbs.
COUNTY, TEN- 4783.
Luther McCuiston and Cooper HENRY
MK
damage.
advances edged declines, 123 to
M18C 2197 or 436-5515.
US 1-3 26-35 lbs. $27.50
At Conway, Iowa, Mayor Cope McCuiston. He was married NESSEE
114 on 346 issues across the
US 1-3 46-55 lbs. $24.50
WILL DO baby sttting in my ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
Dale Kernen looked at the to the former Frocie Callahan, RULE DOCKET NO. 7813
tape.
US 1-3 56-69 lbs. $21.25
In the oils, Jersey Standard,
remains of his tornado-struck now deceased, in 1915 at Murray. VERNON B. POSTLETHWAITE home, day time. Contact Mrs. us completely cover your home
US 1-3 7049 lbs. $17.50
house and asked, "what can His sister, Mrs. Emma Collins, In obedience to a decree entered Wilma Outland,753-7636. Ml1C with Reynolds weather tight
trading ex-dividend, edged up
to 77%. Texaco and Atlantic
you do with a pile of and brother, John McCuiston, of record in the above styled
aluminum siding. Also we do
preceded him in death.
toothpicks"
cause on April 10, 1971, I hereby TWENTY YEARS Experience soffitt and overhangs on brick.
Richfield were unchanged at
Eight of the 28 homes in Survivors are one daughter, notify all creditors except those graders. A--1 Grader man, Storm windows & door, shutters
37% and 75%, respectively.
Conway were destroyed and all Mrs. Auda Wrye, one son, Morel creditors contained in the report dozers and any related equip- and carports. Free estimates.
Occidental added /
1
2 to 21%,
MlIC Call Garland's Aluminum SerSuffered damage. Only minor McCuiston, five grandchildren, of the Receiver as having been ment.Phone 7534548.
Pennzoil % at 36%.
injuries were reported, howev- and two great grandchildren, all confirmed
by
Eastman Kodak eased % to
direct
vice,Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
of
Paige
Coleman
Mrs. Edna
of Mt. Carmel, Ill.
er.
correspondence with the Cer- HORNBUCKLE'S BARBER Sedalia 328-8398.
81 in the chemicals. Dow
Jurre9C
Eureka, California, a native of
10:00
p.m.
open
3:00
p.m.Shop,
tified Public Accountant or by
Another funnel, at Broken
Chemical dropped 1% to 101%,
Calloway County, died Tuesday
Tuesday
through
Friday
)'OR ALL your home alterations
affidavit of the said creditor and
Bow, Neb., upended cattle
but Monsanto added '4 to 45%.
at noon, according to word loading chutes and
Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
those
creditors
having
Bethlehem climbed % to 23%
earlier
hog
feeders
received by her brothers here in
Connie H. Jones
filed by sworn petition, to wit; the Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c. old. Free estimates. Call 753among the steels. Armco was
Calloway County. at a farm supply company.
Men's haircut, MOO. HornMay 6C
Fab-N-Trim is one of 120 of Murray and
There
unchanged at 20%.
were
no
injuries.
Mrs. Evelyn Leach, sister of First Trust and Savings Bank of buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce 6123.
deceased was the former
In the automotive group, the chain stores located mainly in The
Paris,
Henry
Three
other
County,
Tennessee,
tornadoes
were
W.
A.
Farmer
Mrs.
of
Murray,
WANTED
TO
RENT
the
Walker and was
TFNC
Phone 153-7742
General Motors surrendered ke Illinois, Tennessee, Wisconsin, Edna
reported aloft over Nebraska died Monday in the Farmington and Mrs. Donna Postlethwaite, Street.
of Vick and Ellen Evans
to 89, with Ford off % to 66%, Minnesota, North Dakota, South daughter
requiring
said
but
none
was
other
reported
creditors
to
to
have
Community Hospital, FarCARPETS CLEANED in your WANT TO RENT private parking 1..
Walker of Calloway County. She
and Chrysler unchanged at Dakota, and Missouri.
come into Court by sworn petition home. New, safe, professional for small mobile home, in or near
touched
down.
Mo.
mington,
age.
years of
3144. White Motor was un- Mrs. Jones, daughter of Mr. was 75
husband, Other twisters were reported Funeral services were held and prove their claims on or methods. Low rates. Free Murray, beginning in June for
and Mrs. Joe D. Hopkins of Almo, Survivors are her
changed at 24.
near the Oklahoma cities of Wednesday at two p.m. at the before the 25th day of May, 1971, estimates. Mayfield Carpet 14-45 months. Write giving
daughters,
two
Paige,
Orman
American Airlines dipped % received her B. S. degree in
Okay, Porter, Coweta, Salina Jolley Springs Baptist Church, or they may be excluded from the Cleaners. Call collect 247location and price to P. 0. Box 32
and
California,
all
of
son,
to 341
benefits of this proceedings.
/
2 in its group. TWA and home economics education in and one
and
R,Murray, Ky.
Haskell.
near
Paris,
Term.,
with
burial
in
M11P
2456.
M29P
brothers, Johnny Walker,
Eastern eased ½ each to 33% January 1970 graduating Magna two
And on motion of the ComHail was widespread over the the church cemetery.
Murray,
and
Joe
Drive,
Sunset
Answer
to
Yesterday's Puzzle
and 26, respectively. UAL Inc. Cum Laude. She was valedicarea, ranging from golfball size Survivors are her husband, plainant, the institution of any
torian of the 1966 graduating Walker of Murray Route Five. in western Missouri and eastern Carlos Leach of Farmington, separate suits by any of said
MOO 1200 U000
edged up kb to 39%.
ACROSS
1i.
S
Mote
Funeral and burial services
DORM DUO IMMO
scale
American
Telephone
was class of Calloway County High
Nebraska to the size of hen's Mo.. mother, Mrs. 'Maggie creditors or claimants against
=MOOD 000M010
will be held in Eureka, Califor
1 Pronoun
6 Bitter vetch
the
unchanged at 48, while Polaroid School.
individual
parties
eggs near Tulsa, Okla.
doing
Powers of Como, Tenn.; three
4 Vision
7 River islands
MIAMI
MMOU0
Last year Mrs. Jones worked ma.
8 Encounters
fell /
1
2 to 103%.
Tornado and severe weather daughters, Mrs. Elsie Hudgins of business as the partnership, 9 Also
lama ammo
music
12
In
9
Prefix:
three
teacher
economics
home
ODMR0
ORM
as a
MOU
warnings remained in effeCt Sparta, Tenn., Mrs. Jo Mannio "Don Souder's Shop for Men", in
high
10 Lubricate
UM
MM
MOO
with the Bureau of Vocational
11 Poem
into today for a wide area of and Miss Sherron Leach, both of Murray, Kentucky, or Paris, 13 Weird
MOO MOMEIM OMB
14 Free of
16 Periods of
Rehabilitation teaching adult
Tennessee,
is
hereby
enjoined;
the south and central plains.
St. Louis, Mo.; four sisters, Mrs.
15 Rain and
time
1011M13
women patients at Western State
hail
18 Hindu
High winds caused power Farmer of Murray, Mrs. Virgie and all parties to any and all suits
MR000
000E10
17
Unproductive
peasant
Hospital home economics. They The funeral
000MOR 001300M
for Mrs. John F. outages as far northeast as the Summers,Mrs. Gladys Todd, and now pending against said in- 19 Macaws
20 Tidbit
Several persons have been have now moved to Murray and
MOM OM BOOM
21 Pigpen
22 Swift a
(Oujda) Hall of 1306 Poplar Chicago area. At least 2,150 Mrs. Curtis Summers, all of dividual parties are enjoined 22
Stays
0000 BOO 0000
fined in the Murray City Court. her husband is employed by the
from proceeding further in:them 45 Sedate
23 Choice part
Murray, will be held persons were without power in Como, Tenn.
Street,
Sessions were held on Friday, Murray Postoffice.
24 Reaches
than to judgment. It is further 29. Mart's
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel the city and suburbs after high
across
nickname
39 Wheel pecks
51 Gres
April 30, with City Judge William While in college, Mrs. Jones
ORDERED
that
the
Receiver
winds,
ligtning
and
heavy
rains
30 Breaks
26 Prohibit
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
letter
41 Rational
Donald Overbey president, and was a member and officer of the
suddenly
52
Lamprey
and
all
other
creditors are
27 Wipe out
ept the area late Wednesday
44 Fl
32
Hawaiian
53
Posed for
on Monday, May 3, with City Home Economics Club and was Home with Rev. Jerrel White
28
Man's
name
allowed
fttSins
thirty
(
30)
days
46
from
this
rootstock
Portrait
31 Incline
Judge Pro-team Ernest Brooks the recipient of a scholarship for officiating.
"'Apportion
date to except to any and all 33 Hog
ss smelt
Further west, firefighters
34 Precious
35 Weighing'
SO Medal for
56
Ocean
presiding. Records show the upper classmen. In high school Nephews will serve as from four states tattled high
claims now on filed or contained
stone
dekice
heroism
59 A continent
pallbearers who will be Jim
following occurred:
she earned her junior chapter,
37 Scold
36
Without
end
/
)MARKET
(abbr.)
STATE
‘
(abbr.)
FEDERAL
Receivor,
winds
report
of
the
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